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ABSTRACT
Lexical stress realization in Mandarin second language learners of English:
An acoustic and articulatory study
by
Boram Kim

Advisor: Douglas H. Whalen

This dissertation investigated the acoustic and articulatory correlates of lexical stress in
Mandarin second language (L2) learners of English, as well as in first language (L1) speakers.
English lexical stress is instantiated with both segmental (vowel quality) and suprasegmental (F0,
duration, and intensity) cues. Although Mandarin L2 learners have demonstrated difficulty in
realizing lexical stress in the acoustic domain, articulatory investigation has not been conducted to
date. The present study used a minimal pair respective to stress location (e.g., OBject versus
obJECT) obtained from a publicly available Mandarin Accented English Electromagnetic
articulography corpus dataset (Ji, 2014; Ji et al., 2014; the dataset is based on work supported by
the National Science Foundation of the United States under Grant #IIS-1142826). In the acoustic
domain, the use of acoustic parameters (duration, intensity, F0, and vowel quality) was measured
in stressed and unstressed vowels and examined individually. The same parameters were also
examined together to identify whether cue weighting strategies in production differed across the
speaker groups. In the articulatory domain, the positional information from tongue tip (TT), tongue
dorsum (TD), upper lip (UL), lower lip (LL), and jaw (JAW) were retrieved from the concurrent
vowel data. Finally, the acoustic and articulatory correlation was computed and compared both
within and across groups.
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The acoustic analysis demonstrated that L2 speakers significantly differentiated the
stressed vowels from the unstressed vowels using all suprasegmental cues, while vowel quality
was extremely limitedly used in the L2 group. On the other hand, L1 speakers exhibited significant
lexical stress effects in all acoustic parameters. This result was also confirmed in the cue weighting
analysis. L2 speakers relied more on suprasegmental cues than the vowel quality cue, and a
significant group difference was noted for F0 and F1 cues. In the articulatory analysis, Mandarin
L2 speakers demonstrated the extremely limited lexical stress effect. A significant difference as a
function of lexical stress was noted only in the vertical dimension of low-back vowels. The
acoustic and articulatory correlation results revealed a relatively weaker correlation in L2 speakers
than in L1 speakers. In the L2 group, certain articulators such as TD and the JAW demonstrated a
stronger correlation than LL and TT. In addition, a significant group difference was noted for LL
and TT. Based on the results, implications for L2 research and pedagogy are discussed.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Acquiring a second language (L2) phonology is often explained in connection with the first
language (L1) sound system. The L1 phonology modulates acquisition of the L2 sound system not
only at the segmental level (Best, 1994, 1995a; Best et al., 2001; Flege, 1992, 1995; Flege et al.,
2003) but also at the suprasegmental level (Nguyễn et al., 2008; Ortega-Llebaria & Colantoni,
2014; Ueyama, 2000). Hence, L2 learners’ challenge to master the L2 phonology is not only
limited to the learning of segmental information but also extends to acquiring suprasegmental
properties. Among many suprasegmental components, the present study is primarily concerned
with English word-level prominence (i.e., lexical stress) that is instantiated with both segmental
(vowel quality) and suprasegmental (F0, duration and intensity) cues. A large body of acoustic
study on L2 learners suggests that they experience great difficulty in realizing lexical stress in a
native-like fashion. This phenomenon was often attributed to the fact that languages varied from
one another in the use of acoustic cues to signal lexical stress. In the acoustic domain, it was found
that the L1 cue weighting strategy facilitated or inhibited the learning of L2 cue weighting (e.g.,
(N. Cooper et al., 2002; G. Lee et al., 2019; Ortega-Llebaria et al., 2013; Y. Zhang et al., 2008; Y.
Zhang & Francis, 2010). What is unknown from the previous findings, however, is that how L2
learners realize lexical stress in the articulatory domain.
Compared to numerous acoustic studies on lexical stress, investigation on articulatory
correlates of lexical stress in L2 speech is scant, with a few exceptions (Chakraborty & Goffman,
2011; Smith et al., 2019). Likewise, while the Mandarin L2 learners’ difficulties in native-like
production and perception of English lexical stress have been reported in a few acoustic analyses
(Chrabaszcz et al., 2014; Connell et al., 2018; Lai, 2008; C. Y. Lin et al., 2014; Qin et al., 2017;
1

Y. Zhang et al., 2008; Y. Zhang & Francis, 2010), an articulatory study on Mandarin L2 learners’
production of lexical stress has not been conducted to date.
Due to its importance to native-like speech production, learning of lexical stress has
received much attention in prosody research, both in perception and production within L2 speakers.
In the intonational phonology of English, lexical prominence is the lowest level in the prosodic
hierarchy (Beckman, 1986; Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Pierrehumbert, 1980). Learning
correct phonological and phonetic representations of lexical prominence influences not only the
production of low-level prominence but also higher-level prominence (i.e., intonational
prominence). Investigation into the production of lexical stress in L2 speakers provides insight
into the mechanisms underlying the acquisition of L2 prosody. Moreover, it allows for an
examination of both the acoustic and articulatory domains, as well as their interactions. It may also
shed light on the characteristics of L2 speech production at a deeper level.
In light of the importance of L2 lexical stress acquisition, the current study aims to
investigate the acoustic and articulatory characteristics of English lexical stress in Mandarin L2
speech. In the acoustic domain, the realization of segmental and suprasegmental cues was
examined. With regard to the articulatory domain, the realization of lexical stress was investigated
with a special focus on displacements of the tongue, lips, and jaw obtained from electromagnetic
articulography (EMA) data. Comparison of acoustic and articulatory domains was also conducted
in order to understand to what extent the two domains are correlated in L1 and L2 speakers.
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Chapter 2. Literature review
The Stress Parameter Model (SPM; Peperkamp, 2004; Peperkamp & Dupoux, 2002) was
originally developed to account for the acquisition of suprasegmental cues to lexical stress
(Peperkamp, 2004; Peperkamp & Dupoux, 2002), and often used in studies on lexical stress,
together with cue weighting (Francis et al., 2008; Francis & Nusbaum, 2002; Grosser, 1993; Holt
& Lotto, 2006), as both the SPM and cue-weighting approaches can directly address learning of
L2 lexical stress. The Perceptual Assimilation Model (Best, 1995a) for second language learners
(PAM-L2; Best & Tyler, 2007), on the other hand, was initially devised to explain the learning of
segmental contrasts. It asserts that the phonetic similarity between L1 and L2 sound systems is
responsible for the L2 learners’ performance. The model has inspired many studies on L2
segmental distinctions since its inception (e.g., consonants: Best et al., 2001; Best & Strange, 1992;
Hallé et al., 1999; vowels: Bundgaard-Nielsen et al., 2011; Y. Chen, 2006; Ingram & Park, 1997;
Jiang, 2008; D. Kim et al.s, 2018; Morrison, 2002; Polka, 1995; Strange et al., 1998). However, in
recent years, the model was extended to account for the acquisition of suprasegmental categories,
namely PAM for suprasegmentals (PAM-S; So & Best, 2010, 2011, 2014).
In the following sections, an overview of the theoretical frameworks including the SPM,
cue weighting, and PAM-S is provided (sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). Then, I review the most relevant
prosodic features of lexical stress in English (section 2.4) and Mandarin (section 2.5), as well as
findings pertaining to Mandarin L2 speakers’ learning of English lexical stress (section 2.6).
Finally, I describe the research questions and hypothesis of this dissertation (section 2.7).
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2.1. The Stress Parameter Model
The Stress Parameter Model (SPM; Peperkamp, 2004; Peperkamp & Dupoux, 2002)
hypothesizes that during prelexical infancy, within the first 2 years of first language (L1)
acquisition, infants decide whether to set the Stress Parameter to encoded lexical stress in their
phonological representation. The Stress Parameter setting depends on the regularity of stress
location in a language. If distributional regularity is observed from a language, stress is not
encoded in the speaker’s phonological representation. For instance, in a language where lexical
stress predictably falls on the word-final syllable (i.e., French, Dupoux et al., 2010; Turkish with
some exceptions Domahs et al., 2013) or the word-initial syllable (i.e., Finish: Karlsson, 1999;
Hungarian: Siptár et al., 2000; Slovak: Hanulikova et al., 2010) stress does not carry lexical
information. Lexical stress does not function as a cue to a minimal pair that is segmentally identical
but different in stress location. Infants acquiring this type of language would not encode stress in
their phonological representation. Necessarily, their use of lexical stress in word recognition is
severely reduced. On the other hand, a language with contrastive stress (e.g., English, Russian, and
German) forms a minimal pair with respect to stress placement (e.g., CONtest and conTEST;
capitalized syllables indicate lexically stressed syllables). In this sort of language, the lexical stress
placement is not fixed, and stress regularity is not deducible. Thus, infants acquiring the language
with contrastive lexical stress would develop a strategy for processing stress and encoding it in
their phonological representation.
Dupoux and colleagues suggested the term ‘stress deafness’ referring to the phenomenon
whereby native speakers of languages that do not instantiate lexical stress cannot encode (lexical)
stress-related suprasegmental cues in short-term memory, resulting in limited use of stress in
lexical access (Dupoux et al., 2001, 2008; Peperkamp & Dupoux, 2002). In order to assess stress
4

deafness more accurately, Dupoux, Peperkamp, and Sebastián-Gallés (2001) proposed an
experimental paradigm called the sequence-recall task. In this task, a set of minimal pairs differing
only in stress position were played (e.g., NUmi and nuMI), and listeners were asked to recall the
sequence by pressing number keys corresponding to a stimulus, where the key [1] was for NUmi
and the key [2] for nuMI. For example, a sequence that consisted of NUmi- NUmi- nuMI- nuMI
required [1]-[1]-[2]-[2] as a correct answer. This task was more demanding than a simple AX(B)type identification task, as it required encoding stress information in the short-term memory buffer
to correctly recall the sequence.
The SPM argues for two important characteristics of the Stress Parameter. The first is that
setting the Stress Parameter arises early in life. This was supported by an empirical study on 9month-old infants from different stress groups, consisting of a French group that lacks contrastive
stress and a Spanish group with contrastive stress. In the experiment using the head-turn preference
paradigm (Skoruppa et al., 2009), Spanish-acquiring infants were more sensitive to the different
stress patterns than French-acquiring infants. The second characteristic is that the Stress Parameter
is not reversible once it is set. Using the sequence-recall test, Dupoux et al. (2008) investigated
late French L2 learners of Spanish, who started learning Spanish after 15 years of age with varying
proficiency (e.g., beginner, intermediate, advanced). The results revealed that not only relatively
less proficient learners (i.e., beginner and intermediate) but also advanced French L2 learners of
Spanish patterned similarly to French monolinguals, having difficulties in processing stress
contrasts. It suggested that the Stress Parameter cannot be reset even with extensive exposure to
the L2.
An investigation on simultaneous bilingual French-Spanish speakers (Dupoux et al., 2010)
added further evidence to a robust processing limitation caused by stress deafness. Even among
5

the simultaneous French-Spanish bilinguals who were exposed to both languages from birth, the
abilities to process stress were variable depending on language dominance. While Spanishdominant bilinguals performed comparable with Spanish monolinguals, French-dominant
bilinguals performed similarly to the late French L2 learners of Spanish. In conclusion, the SPM
proposed that language learners’ ability to process stress is largely decided by whether their L1
includes lexically contrastive stress.
Despite, the SPM has contributed to our understanding of lexical stress processing in L1
and L2, a few questions/limitations remained yet to be resolved. The SPM posited the Stress
Parameter being binary such that stress is either encoded or not encoded in the lexical
representation. Necessarily, earlier studies designed based on the SPM model focused on a
language pair that differed in stress contrastiveness such as French (in which stress location is
fixed) and Spanish (in which stress location is variable in a word). The focus of that research was
to demonstrate that the speakers whose L1 lacks contrastive stress could not make use of
suprasegmental cues during lexical access (Dupoux et al., 1997, 2001, 2008; Peperkamp et al.,
2010; Peperkamp & Dupoux, 2002; Tremblay, 2008, 2009). Without examining relative weight of
each cue, they paid relatively less attention to a dynamic relationship between cues in processing
lexical stress.
Another limitation of the SPM model is that Peperkamp & Dupoux (2002) restricted their
research to suprasegmental cues to lexical stress, leaving an extension of the model by including
a segmental cue for future studies. As a result, earlier follow-up studies limited cues to be examined
to the suprasegmental level, even when a target language includes segmental properties as a cue
to lexical stress (e.g., English). However, recent works based on the SPM acknowledged the
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dynamic relationship between cues in L2 stress learning and investigated both segmental and
suprasegmental cues together (e.g., Lin et al., 2014).

2.2. Cue weighting
The current section provides a brief overview of the cue weighting literature on L1 and L2
speakers (for discussion, refer to Schertz and Clare, 2020). Speech signals are highly
multidimensional, and a phonological contrast is signaled by multiple cues. However, the
concurrent cues are not necessarily alike in their contribution to a phonological contrast (e.g.,
Francis & Nusbaum, 2002). Covarying cues associated with a given contrast are in ‘trading relation’
(Repp, 1982) in which a more heavily weighted cue offsets less informative cues. A primary cue
often signals phonological categories most effectively, being the most diagnostic of category
membership among other cues. Hence, shifts in cue weighting are often claimed to be responsible
for sound changes, where a primary cue of a given contrast is overtaken by another. Tonogenesis
is an archetypal example having F0 as a new primary cue (Vietnamese: Thurgood, 2002; Korean:
Bang et al. 2018; Kang 2014; Lee and Jongman 2019), among other cases of sound change, such
as a tense lax register contrast in Southern Yi (Kuang & Cui, 2018).
Investigation of cue weighting started in the early 1950s with the introduction of the Pattern
Playback technique, which made manipulating a single acoustic dimension possible (Cooper,
Liberman, & Borst, 1951). It was found that some acoustic dimensions were more relevant to
differentiating phonetic categories than others (Liberman, 1957; Liberman et al., 1958). This
finding inspired researchers to conceptualize cue weighting in many languages. A plethora of
studies have attempted to identify cue weighting strategies by native speakers of English (e.g.,
voicing contrasts: (Shultz et al., 2012; Stevens et al., 1992; place of articulation: Delattre et al.,
7

1955), and by speakers of other languages (e.g., Afrikaans plosive voicing: Coetzee et al., 2018;
Shanghai Wu laryngeal contrast: Zhang & Yan, 2018; Japanese consonant length: Idemaru, Holt,
and Seltman, 2012; Polish fricative place: Zygis and Hamann, 2003; White Hmong phonation:
Garellek et al., 2013; Trique glottalization: DiCanio, 2014). This growing body of research has
emphasized language specificity in cue weighting; languages are said to differ from one another
in the cues that are relevant to a contrast, as well as in the relative importance of each cue.
L2 cue weighting strategy has drawn the attention of much research both on segmental
(e.g., Escudero, Benders, and Lipski, 2009; Escudero and Williams, 2011; Holt and Lotto, 2006;
Idemaru and Holt, 2013; Ingvalson, Holt, and McClelland, 2012; Schertz et al., 2015; Schertz,
Carbonell, and Lotto, 2020) and suprasegmental distinctions (e.g., Tremblay, Broersma, and
Coughlin, 2018), especially lexical stress (Chrabaszcz et al., 2014; Connell et al., 2018; Cutler et
al., 2007; C. Y. Lin et al., 2014; Ortega-Llebaria et al., 2013; Qin et al., 2017; Y. Zhang & Francis,
2010, 2010). They were mostly concerned with the transfer of the L1 cue weighting strategy to the
learning of L2 contrasts. When the L1 lacked a phonological contrast comparable to that of the L2,
and L2 learners needed to learn a foreign cue to differentiate an L2 contrast. A challenge usually
arose when a novel cue was underattended in L1 phonology but primarily used for an L2 contrast.
Learning of English /l/-/ɹ/ contrast by Japanese L2 learners is a well-known example of this sort
of case (Idemaru & Holt, 2013; Ingvalson et al., 2012; Iverson et al., 2003).
Similarly, when L1 and L2 have a similar phonological contrast that differs in cue
weighting, cue re-weighting is required by L2 learners to successfully make the L2 phonological
contrast. For example, in learning of English lexical stress, L2 learners whose L1 weighted
suprasegmental cues with greater functional load often relied more on suprasegmental cues to L2
lexical stress than native English speakers. Dutch-speaking L2 learners of English are an example
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of such a case. In Dutch, vowel reduction due to lexical stress is not as frequent as in English.
Many Dutch syllables without lexical stress contain full vowels. Given that segmental cues do not
reliably signal lexical stress, Dutch listeners were expected to be more attentive to suprasegmental
cues. Empirical evidence supported the prediction showing that Dutch L2 learners made greater
use of suprasegmental cues to identify English lexical stress than native English speakers did (N.
Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler et al., 2007; Cutler & Pasveer, 2006).
Some cue weighting strategies by L2 learners, however, cannot be directly accounted for
by the effect of L1. For instance, L2 learners’ reliance on duration may result from its perceptual
salience (Bohn, 1995). One instance of this phenomenon is apparent in the learning of the English
/i- ɪ/ contrast, which is signaled by both vowel quality and durational cues (Ladefoged & Disner,
2012; Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996). L2 learners have been found to rely on duration as a cue to
stress to a greater extent, regardless of whether their L1 uses duration as a cue to segmental
contrasts (e.g., Japanese /i: -i/) or not (e.g., Catalan, Korean, Mandarin, and Spanish; Cebrian, 2006;
Y. Chen, 2006; Ingram & Park, 1997; Jiang, 2008; D. Kim et al., 2018; Morrison, 2002; Strange
et al., 1998).
Another consideration with regard to cue weighting is that the relationship between
perception and production remains uncertain. Speech perception and production are often asserted
to be closely related (e.g., Fowler 1986; Liberman and Mattingly 1985; Liberman and Whalen
2000), and this relation has been also found in L2 learners. For example, when learning English
vowel contrasts, L2 learners have been shown to exhibit the use of duration and vowel quality in
two modalities (Flege et al., 1997). Likewise, English L2 learners of Mandarin demonstrated
improved Mandarin tone production solely through perceptual training (Wang et al., 2003). With
respect to the cue weighting strategy, however, the discrepancy between production and perception
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has been found both in group- and individual-level analyses (Casillas, 2015; Idemaru et al., 2012;
Kuang & Cui, 2018; Schertz et al., 2015). This underscores the fact that results from one modality
are not necessarily reflective of another, and more work is needed to better understand productionperception asymmetries in the cue weighting strategy.

2.3. Direct realist accounts: Perceptual Assimilation Model for
suprasegmentals (PAM-S)
The Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM; Best, 1994, 1995a, 1995b) is established on the
ecological direct-realist (e.g., Gibson, 1963, 1994; Gibson and Gibson, 1955) view on speech
perception (e.g., Best, 1984; Diehl and Kluender, 1989; Fowler, 1986, 1989). Many studies in the
past several decades have documented L2 speech perception and production to be consistent with
PAM for L2 learners (PAM-L2; Best & Tyler, 2007). It accounts for the perception of L2 contrasts
within the principles of the gestural framework, of which the primary concern is the articulatory
properties of the speech signal. This account is compatible with the basic premises of Articulatory
Phonology (AP; e.g., Browman & Goldstein, 1992; Goldstein, Byrd, & Saltzman, 2006). AP views
phonetics and phonology as isomorphic, positing that the abstract gestures that control speech
organs serve as primitives for phonological representations. According to PAM-L2, non-native
phonetic contrasts are discriminated in relation to gestural constellations of L1 phonological
categories. This discrimination performance is based on how each phone in a non-native pair is
perceptually assimilated to an L1 sound.
Difficulty in discriminating L2 contrasts is predicted to depend on the type of perceptual
assimilation. Two L2 sounds that assimilate to two different L1 categories are accurately
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discriminated (i.e., TC: Two-Category assimilation), whereas when two non-native sounds are
assimilated to the same L1 category but their discrepancy from the native sound differ (e.g., one
is acceptable while the other is not), discrimination could be moderate to very good (i.e., CG:
Category-Goodness difference). If the two L2 speech contrasts are interpreted as tokens of the
same L1 phone and both sounds are equally deviant from the native sound, poor discrimination is
expected (i.e., SC: Single-Category assimilation). If an L2 phone does not match any of the L1
phones, it is interpreted as “Uncategorized” (U). When one of an L2 sound pair is uncategorized
and the other is categorized (i.e., UC: the uncategorized-categorized assimilation), very good
discrimination performance is expected. However, recent studies on sound pairs consisting of UC
and UU have demonstrated that their discrimination performance is further modulated by
phonological overlap, resulting in varying accuracy (Faris et al., 2016, 2018). An important aspect
of PAM-L2 is that it includes the influence of the listeners’ development of L2 knowledge and
continuous refinement in their perception of speech during perceptual history.
While PAM-S (e.g., So & Best, 2010, 2011, 2014) adheres to the basic premise of PAM
framework introduced above, it focuses on the assimilation of L2 prosodic categories to L1
prosodic categories. The prediction of PAM-S has been tested based on the discrimination
performance for Mandarin tonal contrasts by L2 speakers, whose L1s are both tonal and nontonal
languages (i.e., Cantonese, Japanese, and English, and French). Like PAM-L2, PAM-S posits that
a nonnative prosodic category is considered ‘categorized’ if it is perceived as an example of an L1
prosodic category. In contrast, it is ‘uncategorized’ if the phonetic characteristic of an L2 prosodic
category falls between two or more L1 prosodic categories. As for the perception of Mandarin tone
by native English speakers, So and Best (2010) revealed that Canadian English listeners identified
Tone1 most accurately (69%) followed by Tone3 (60%), Tone2 (52%), and Tone4 (19%). The
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authors mentioned the possibilities of assimilation of Mandarin tones to either English stress
patterns (Tone 4 to falling tone to trochee pattern and Tone 2 to rising tone to iambic pattern), or
nonspeech musical melodies (So and Best, 2010, p. 289).
In other investigations of Australian English and French speakers (So & Best, 2008, 2011,
2014), the authors proposed that foreign tones were perceptually assimilated into L1 intonational
categories (i-Categories). For example, Mandarin Tone2 (mid-rising) was predicted to be
perceived as the L1 intonational profile of a (yes-no) interrogative clause. The results indicated
that French speakers outperformed English speakers, showing higher discrimination accuracy. In
particular, only French speakers utilized detailed phonetic features successfully differentiating the
Tone3 (low falling/dipping) from the Tone4 (high falling; So & Best, 2011, 2014). However, the
other discrimination results did not fully support PAM-S predictions.
So and Best (2014) predicted the discrimination accuracy based on Mandarin tone
assimilation to L1 i-Categories. For instance, in the English group, the single category (SC)
assimilation was expected for the Tone1−Tone3, Tone1−Tone4, and Tone3−Tone4 pairs with poor
discrimination performance. However, the accuracy results within the SC pairs deviated from the
predictions, such that the discrimination accuracy of the Tone1-Tone4 pair was significantly lower
than the other SC pairs (i.e., Tone1−Tone3 and Tone3−Tone4). Likewise, the UC pair
Tone2−Tone3 demonstrated significantly lower accuracy than the SC pair (Tone1−Tone4), as well
as the other UC pairs (Tone1−Tone3 and Tone2−Tone4). Given that the study was the first attempt
and was limited in its scope, future studies examining the influence of L1 prosody on the
perception of lexical tones are necessitated.
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2.4. English lexical stress
Among the accounts proposed for addressing English prosody, the present study focuses
on the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) model of the intonational phonology (Ladd, 1996, 2008) of
English (Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Pierrehumbert, 1980). English prominence is
characterized at two levels in the metrical structure. At the word level, prominence is carried by a
syllable within a word, whereas at the sentence level, prominence can be assigned to word(s) With
respect to sentence-level prominence, a syllable that carries word-level prominence functions as a
landing site, and is marked by F0 movement (i.e., pitch accent). An example taken from Cutler
(2015, p.106) shows that the word language bears lexical stress on the first syllable (lang-). If the
word receives sentence-level prominence such as in cases where it bears contrastive focus (e.g.,
Did you say language games or anguish games?), it is always the stressed syllable of the word
(e.g., lang-), but not the unstressed syllable(s) (e.g., -guage) that receives higher-level prominence,
i.e., pitch accent.
This dissertation is mainly concerned with word-level prominence (henceforth, lexical
stress). In English, syllables of any polysyllabic word have different degrees of prominence, which
is referred to as lexical stress. Phonologically, lexical stress is classified into three grades, primary,
secondary, and no stress (Hayes, 1995). In the word introduction, for instance, the most prominent
syllable carries primary stress (e.g., -duc-), the syllable with the second highest prominence bears
the secondary stress (e.g., in-) and the other syllables are unstressed (e.g., tro- and -tion). However,
the acoustic distinction between primary and secondary stress was found to be significant only
within a pitch-accented word, but not in unaccented words (Plag, 2006). Given the scope of the
current study, which included only disyllabic words, the rest of the section focused on the
characteristics of primary stressed (henceforth ‘stressed’) and unstressed syllables.
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A large number of studies have examined acoustic characteristics of stress, starting with
Fry (1955, 1958) among others (Beckman, 1986; Braun et al., 2011; N. Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler
et al., 2007; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Fear et al., 1995; Kochanski et al., 2005; Lieberman, 1960;
Sluijter & Van Heuven, 1996a, 1996b; Turk & Sawusch, 1996; Y. Zhang et al., 2008; Y. Zhang &
Francis, 2010). Acoustic characteristics of stressed versus unstressed syllables differed in such
measures as vowel quality, F0, duration, and intensity. Other studies examined spectral balance
(Sluijter & Van Heuven, 1996a, 1996b), and noise in high frequencies (Okobi, 2006). Acoustic
and articulatory realizations of English lexical stress are summarized below.

2.4.1. Duration and intensity
Early perception studies by Fry (1955, 1958) investigated the relative importance of
duration and intensity cues to lexical stress in a stress minimal pair (e.g., SUBject and subJECT).
The results demonstrated that duration contributed more to stress judgment than intensity did.
Similar results were found from other cue weighting studies on lexical stress, such that duration
was a stronger cue than intensity (Beckman & Edwards, 1994; Okobi, 2006; Sluijter et al., 1997;

Sluijter & Van Heuven, 1996a, 1996b; Turk & Sawusch, 1996). Sluijter and Van Heuven (1996a,
1996b) measured intensity with a different parameter called ‘spectral balance’ (i.e., emphasis on
higher frequencies). They asserted that the difference in intensity level was predominantly
concentrated in a higher region of a spectrum (i.e., above 500 Hz), and acoustic correlates of
loudness could be best estimated via a measure of spectral balance. The result showed that duration
was still the strongest cue to lexical stress, but the spectral balance was weighted more than overall
intensity and comparable to duration cue.
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Other work has concerned itself more with the interaction between duration and intensity
cues. Beckman (1986), for example, found that the combination of these two cues substantially
predicted native English speakers’ perception of lexical stress. Turk and Sawusch (1996)
conducted a careful investigation on the integrality of duration and intensity. They controlled
acoustic cues to lexical stress by using a non-word with a flat F0 contour and an identical full
vowel (e.g., MAma versus maMA). The experiment explored how an irrelevant acoustic cue
interfered with the target cue to which listeners attended. For instance, listeners were asked to
judge whether the first or the second syllable was longer (i.e., a target dimension), without knowing
that the intensity of a stimulus also varied (i.e., an irrelevant cue). It was expected that if two
dimensions were orthogonal, listeners' perception of the target dimension (e.g., duration) would
not be hindered by the irrelevant cue (e.g., intensity). Their results revealed that duration and
intensity were not separable, but processed as a single percept, and variation along the unattended
dimension interfered considerably with judgments along the target dimension. Interestingly,
duration showed a much larger magnitude of interference than intensity did. Listeners experienced
greater difficulty in ignoring duration while judging intensity than disregarding intensity when
attending to duration. This suggests that the processing load of duration was lower than intensity,
as the listeners extracted duration cues more easily than intensity cues. Concerning the relative
strength of two acoustic dimensions, stress perception was largely determined by duration.

2.4.2. F0
Early studies on the role of F0 claimed that stressed syllables featured higher F0 than
unstressed syllables (Fry, 1958; Lieberman, 1960). However, the F0 difference between stressed
and unstressed syllables possibly resulted from the association between lexical stress and sentential
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stress. These studies relied upon the production of isolated words or target words in focus condition,
where pitch accent was likely to fall. With accentuation, lexical stress was accompanied by pitch
excursion, whereas unstressed syllables were not. Later works endeavored to disentangle the two
levels of stress and corresponding acoustic cues. Beckman (1986) argued that English used F0 as
an acoustic correlate of pitch accent, while the combination of duration and loudness served
primarily as a cue to lexical prominence. More recent studies have attempted to tease apart lexical
stress from accentuation by restricting stimuli to unaccented words (Sluijter et al., 1997) or
examining lexical stress under both accented and unaccented conditions (Beckman & Edwards,
1994; Okobi, 2006; Sluijter & Van Heuven, 1996a, 1996b). Such studies have revealed that F0
and overall intensity signal lexical stress only in accented words. On the other hand, spectral
balance, noise at high frequencies, and duration were cues to lexical stress regardless of
accentuation. In line with previous findings, duration was the strongest cue to lexical stress,
independent of accentuation. Overall, these results supported earlier findings suggesting that F0 is
a correlate of pitch accent in English rather than prominence at a lower level.

2.4.3. Vowel quality
With respect to the realization of lexical stress, suprasegmental cues (e.g., F0, intensity,
and duration) are used in many languages (e.g., Dutch: Van Donselaar, Koster, and Cutler 2005;
Spanish: Soto-Faraco, Sebastián-Gallés, and Cutler 2001; Italian: Sulpizio and McQueen 2012;
Greek: Protopapas et al. 2016), whereas not all of them exploit segmental information to the same
extent as English. For instance, Spanish instantiates lexical stress only with suprasegmental cues
and lacks vowel quality cues (G. Lee et al., 2019; Soto-Faraco et al., 2001). Likewise, Dutch
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makes lesser use of segmental cues, relying more on suprasegmental cues to lexical stress than
English (N. Cooper et al., 2002; Cutler et al., 2007; Cutler & Pasveer, 2006; van der Hulst, 2008).
On the other hand, vowel quality is also strongly associated with English lexical stress,
which is phonologically described as full versus reduced. In most cases, a full vowel appears in a
stressed syllable, and the syllable containing a reduced vowel is unlikely to carry lexical stress
(Cutler, 2015; Gay, 1978; Lindblom, 1963). Vowels with full vowel quality include monophthongs
and diphthongs, and reduced vowels include centralized vowels in one’s vowel space, with schwa
/ə/ as a common example (Bolinger & Bolinger, 1986; Cutler, 2015). The centralization of reduced
vowels has often been examined by calculating Euclidean distances between the first two formant
values (F1 and F2) of a vowel and those of a speaker’s schwa (Braun et al., 2011; Sluijter & Van
Heuven, 1996b), or the distance between a vowel and all monophthongs with full vowel quality
(Y. Zhang et al., 2008).
A relative primacy of vowel quality to lexical stress in native English speakers was also
supported by perception studies. Misplaced lexical stress hindered word recognition more when it
was signaled by vowel quality together with suprasegmental cues than when it was signaled by
suprasegmental cues alone (Cutler & Clifton, 1984). Similarly, in recognition of Dutch-accented
English, lexical stress was signaled mostly by suprasegmental cues (i.e., duration and spectral tilt)
by Dutch speakers, and it had a detrimental effect on native English speakers' perception (Braun
et al., 2011). A recent eye-tracking study investigated the use of lexical stress in word recognition
(Connell et al., 2018). Native English speakers were able to use lexical stress that was signaled by
suprasegmental cues alone, but their performance was improved when both suprasegmental and
segmental cues were provided.
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2.4.4. Articulatory characteristics
Kinematic accounts of lexical and/or sentential stress have received a great deal of interest
in recent years (Beckman & Cohen, 2000; Beckman & Edwards, 1994; Erickson et al., 2012, 2014;
Erickson & Kawahara, 2016; Fowler, 1995; Harrington et al., 2000; Mooshammer & Fuchs, 2002;
Mücke & Grice, 2014; Smith et al., 2019). Two studies that included the most relevant features
associated with articulatory displacement of lexical stress are summarized. Kent and Netsell (1971)
examined both lexical stress and pitch accent realization in the articulatory domain. Lexical stress
was tested using a minimal pair with respect to stress location (e.g., SUSpect and susPECT) that
was produced by 2 speakers (1 male and 1 female). A consistent difference was found from both
speakers in the jaw and the tongue body kinematics. Stressed syllables displayed larger jaw
displacement as well as longer duration than unstressed syllables. Tongue body location differed
such that stressed syllables were produced at a more peripheral location than unstressed syllables.
Beckman and Edwards (1994) and Beckman and Cohen (2000) investigated the two levels
of stress based on the kinematics (i.e., duration, displacement, and peak velocity) of the lips and
the jaw. The studies included four native English speakers’ production of a stimulus, /PApa/. The
target stimulus included a lexical stress contrast, where the first syllable /PA/ was stressed with
full vowel quality, whereas the second syllable /pa/ was reduced with a centralized vowel. Under
the accented condition, the target word was produced with a nuclear pitch accent (L+H*), whereas
in the unaccented condition, the target word was produced in a postnuclear position without a pitch
accent. The experiment also asked the speakers to vary their speech rate in three ways (i.e., slow,
normal, and fast). Thus, it investigated the effect of speech rates, accentuation, and lexical stress,
as well as their interaction on articulations.
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The result revealed that in all tempi, a lexical stress contrast demonstrated larger
differences than an accentuation contrast. First, unstressed syllables were much shorter than
stressed syllables, regardless of speech rates. Second, while accented and unaccented syllables
differed in the displacement measures, a greater difference was noted for the lexical stress (stressed
versus unstressed). The lip movement became more displaced and faster in stressed syllables than
unstressed syllables. The jaw height change was more distinct in stress contrast than in
accentuation contrast. The jaw location in the stressed vowel was markedly lower than that in the
unstressed vowel at all three tempi.

2.5. Mandarin prosody
2.5.1. Lexical tones
Mandarin makes extensive use of its lexical tone system and lexical tone has a contrastive
function (Duanmu, 1990; Fox, 2000; Halle & Yip, 1980; Howie, 1976; McGory, 1997; Peng et al.,
2005; Wright, 1983). In the case of standard Mandarin or Putonghua (henceforth Mandarin),
lexical tones include four contrastive tones and a neutral tone. Four full tones are primarily based
on F0 movement, whereas a neutral tone lacks tonal specification. Acoustic investigations of
lexical full tones revealed that native Mandarin speakers used F0 as a primary cue, in particular
F0 height and contour (Howie, 1976), while syllable duration and amplitude contour consistently
differed across the lexical tones (Fu et al., 1998; Liu & Samuel, 2004; Whalen & Xu, 1992).
According to a perception study on the secondary acoustic cues (Whalen & Xu, 1992), duration
and amplitude contributed to Mandarin tone distinctions even in absence of F0 information. As for
duration, Tone 4 was shorter than Tone 2 or Tone 3 in syllable duration (Jongman et al., 2006).
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An interesting characteristic of Mandarin is that the lexical tone system includes a neutral
tone. The neutral tone occurs in particular morphemes such as the pragmatic particles –ma and –
a, the verbal suffix –le, and the nominal suffix -zi. None of the lexical full tones introduced above
(Tone 1 to Tone 4) is assigned to these morphemes and they carry neutral tones, or sometimes
explicitly called Tone 5. Table 1 presents Mandarin lexical tones with descriptions and pinyin. The
F0 range of lexical tones is described numerically as 1 (low) to 5 (high). Phonetic characteristics
of the neutral tone are provided in the next section.
Table 1. Mandarin Lexical Tones.
Tones

Description

Numeric description

Pinyin

Tone 1

high level

ba55

bā

Tone 2

high rising

ba35

bá

Tone 3

low dipping

bi214

bǐ

Tone 4

high falling

ba51

bà

Tone 5

⎯

⎯

ba

2.5.2. Neutral tone and Stress
Mandarin has stress both at lexical and sentential levels (e.g., Chao, 1968; Duanmu, 1990,
2007; McGory, 1997; Peng et al., 2005), although this view is disputed by some (Arvaniti, 2009;
Y. Chen et al., 2001; Lai, 2008; So & Best, 2010, 2011, 2014) positing Mandarin as a syllabletimed language without lexical stress. According to the proponents of Mandarin lexical stress
including Chao (1968), Duanmu (1990, 2007, 2014), and Peng et al. (2005), Mandarin includes
the differences in stress level between full versus neutral tone syllables. Duanmu (2014) elaborates
syllable structure and stress in Mandarin. Mandarin includes full (heavy) and weak (light) syllables.
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The full syllables can bear a lexical full tone and be stressed, while the weak syllables cannot carry
a lexical full tone but a neutral tone. A neutral tone syllable is considered unstressed.
The phonetic characteristics of the neutral tone differ from the full tones. First, it features
a shorter duration than the syllable (Y. Chen & Xu, 2006). In Lee and Zee (2008), full-toned
syllables demonstrated 1.87 to 2.01 times longer duration than the neutral-toned syllables, in a
citation form disyllabic word. The F0 contour of the neutral tone is largely decided by the
preceding full-tone syllable. The neutral tone displayed mid-falling and high-falling F0 contours,
after Tone1 [55] and Tone2 [35], respectively. When it followed Tone3 [214], it exhibited midlevel F0 contour, while it showed low falling after Tone4 [51]. As for Tone 3 and 4, McGory (1997)
described it as tone spreading. For example, for Tone 3, its fall-rise tonal specification was shown
over both syllables. Similarly, when it follows Tone 4, the falling tonal specification of Tone 4
was displayed in both syllables. The neutral tone also involves segmental lenition such that short
high vowels bearing neutral tones tend to be devoiced after voiceless fricatives when they follow
the syllable with Tone 4 (e.g., dòufu ‘beancurd’; Chao, 1968).
Example (a) presents varying F0 realizations of the same neutral-toned morpheme -zi in
stress−unstressed words, where F0 of lexical tones is described numerically ranging from 1 (low)
to 5 (high; McGory, 1997, p. 67).
(a)

(i) zhuōzi

zhuo55 zi2

‘desk’

(ii) fángzi

fang35 zi3

‘house’

(iii) yǐzi

yi21 zi4

‘chair’

(iv) dèngzi

deng51 zi1

‘stool’
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Example (b) presents the occurrence of the unstressed (neutral tone) syllable in a fully
lexicalized polysyllabic word. A monomorphemic word, dōngxi (‘stuff’) that cannot be further
decomposed includes the neutral tone in its second syllable, forming a stressed−unstressed pattern.
On the other hand, when the orthographically identical word appears with two lexical full tones as
in (ii) dōngxī (‘east-west’), it forms a stressed−stressed pattern. It is a compound word that could
be decomposed. (Chao, 1968; Duanmu, 2007; Peng et al., 2005). As it was mentioned above, the
neutral tone syllable in (i) dōngxi is shorter than the full-toned syllable, and its F0 varies depending
on the preceding lexical tone.

Character
(b) 东西

Pinyin

Meaning

(i) dōngxi

stuff

(ii) dōngxī

east-west

Regarding a metrical unit, a bimoraic foot has been proposed to be a minimal unit to form
a prosodic word in Mandarin (Duanmu, 1990; Halle & Yip, 1980; Peng et al., 2005; Wright, 1983).
All full-toned syllables bear two moras and can become a foot on their own. On the other hand, a
neutral-toned syllable carrying a single mora cannot stand alone but needs to be footed with the
preceding full-toned syllable. Thus, a word such as dōngxi (‘stuff’) consisting of a full-toned
syllable followed by a neutral-toned syllable can be explained with a trochaic (strong-weak) stress
pattern. This prosodic analysis is in line with the morphological characteristic such that the
morphemes with a neutral-toned syllable cannot appear in isolation, and content words never have
only neutral-toned syllables.
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In this view, Mandarin includes lexical stress and can form a contrastive stress pair similar
to English (e.g., SUBject and subJECT). However, Mandarin stress minimal pair consists of
stressed-unstressed (dōngxi ‘stuff’) and stressed-stressed (dōngxī ‘east-west’) disyllabic words.
Peng et al. (2005) further proposed that an unstressed syllable can be formed when a full-toned
syllable underwent tone neutralization. For instance, in A-not-A interrogative construction such as
liɑ̀n bu liɑ̀n (‘practice-not-practice’, ‘Will you practice?’), bù (‘not’) originally carries Tone 4
(high-falling). However, in this construction, it lost its tonal specification and became the syllable
with a neutral tone.
In Mandarin prosody, stress also exists at the phrasal level. The realization of the
sentential/phrasal stress (i.e., focus) has been acoustically examined. The results revealed the
sentential stress is realized via manipulating the local F0 range (Xu, 1999) and duration (Shen,
1993) For instance, under the narrow focus, a focused word displays an expanded F0 range
compared to the other (unfocused) words, while the F0 expansion does not occur under the broad
focus condition (Peng et al., 2005). This assertion was more readily accepted by researchers
including those who posited Mandarin as a syllable-timed language, such as Chen et al. (2001)

2.5.3. Comparison between English and Mandarin
Mandarin and English share some similarities as both involve contrastive stress and
produce unstressed syllables with a shorter duration. While vowel reduction is a cue to lexical
stress both in English and Mandarin, it occurs more frequently with greater magnitude in English
than in Mandarin (Lai, 2008; T. Lin, 1985; Y. Zhang & Francis, 2010). Lexical stress in the two
languages includes some other differences. In English, unstressed syllables can occur in any
position within a word, whereas Mandarin allows an unstressed syllable to appear only at a non23

initial position. Hence, stress pattern is more limited in Mandarin than English. Mandarin
disyllabic words appear with a trochaic stress pattern (stress-unstressed or strong-weak), but not
with an iambic stress pattern (unstressed-stressed). In addition, unstressed syllables in Mandarin
are not as frequent as those in English. While most English polysyllabic words contain both
stressed and unstressed syllables, most Mandarin multisyllabic words include stressed syllables
only. In Mandarin only, 15-20% of the syllables are unstressed (W. Li, 1981), and as mentioned
earlier they are found in suffixes or particles, as well as second syllables of reduplications or
disyllabic words.
Finally, the two languages involve a noticeable difference in the information that F0
movement conveys (Ladd, 1996, 2008; McGory, 1997). In English, F0 movement is realized as a
phonetic attribute of phrasal prominence, which delivers both information structure and pragmatic
choice. First, phrasal prominence is a structural prominence in that its assignment is decided based
on metrical parse. Within prosodic phrase structure, parsing of words identifies whether a word is
in a metrically strong or a weak position. Thus, segmentally identical sentences could be
prosodically parsed differently, forming different information structures. Secondly, phrasal
prominence conveys pragmatic information such as newness/givenness, contrastive focus, and the
speaker’s intention. For instance, phrasal prominence is likely to be assigned on a word introducing
new information, but not on a word that is given or retrievable in a discourse (Bolinger & Bolinger,
1986). Likewise, a pitch accent type (F0 movement) is chosen among the six, based on the
speaker’s intention. On the other hand, in Mandarin, when a word receives sentential stress, the
inherent tonal characteristic of the word is amplified. Thus, a realization of the F0 movement in
Mandarin does not reflect sentence meaning.
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2.6. Previous studies on learning English lexical stress by Mandarin L2 learners
A few early studies investigated Mandarin L2 speakers’ learning of lexical stress in L2
acquisition perspectives (Anderson-Hsieh & Venkatagiri, 1994; Fokes & Bond, 1989; Juffs, 1990;
A. Li & Post, 2014). Anderson-Hsieh and Venkatagiri (1994) examined the duration ratio between
the stressed and unstressed syllables under accentuation. They compared intermediate and high
proficient Mandarin L2 learners. Both native English speakers and highly proficient Mandarin
learners of English demonstrated about four times longer syllable duration in stressed syllables
compared to the unstressed syllables. On the other hand, the stressed syllable in the intermediatelevel Mandarin speakers was only twice as long as the unstressed syllables. Li and Post (2014)
also examined prosodic lengthening in accented syllables and phrase-final syllables, as well as
their interaction (i.e., accented phrase-final syllables) in the Mandarin and German L2 learners of
English. The results revealed that a proficiency level, but not a language group, was a significant
factor such that lower-level learners demonstrated significantly smaller prosodic lengthening than
advanced learners regardless of their L1s.
Findings more relevant to the present study come from studies utilizing a cue-based
approach. During the past two decades, several attempts were made to understand the
characteristics of Mandarin L2 learners’ cue weighting in perception (Chrabaszcz et al., 2014;
Connell et al., 2018; C. Y. Lin et al., 2014; Qin et al., 2017, p. 201; Y. Zhang & Francis, 2010)
and production (Lai, 2008; Y. Zhang et al., 2008) of English lexical stress.
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2.6.1. Perception of English lexical stress
Lin et al. (2014) tested whether Mandarin L2 learners can distinguish lexical stress in a
sequence-recall test (Experiment 1). They used an English nonword pair differing only in stress
location (e.g., MIpa vs. miPA; vowel quality cue was remained unchanged) produced by 10 native
English speakers. In terms of overall accuracy, Mandarin L2 learners (46.5%) outperformed native
English speakers (40.1%). In a similarly designed sequence-recall test, Qin, Chien, and Tremblay
(2017) focused on the relative contribution of F0 and durational cues. When testing with naturally
produced English nonwords, Mandarin L2 learners did not differ from native English speakers in
the encoding of lexical stress (Experiment1). However, when F0 and duration cues were
manipulated (Experiment 2), cue weighting strategies differed between the two language groups.
The Mandarin L2 group was greatly disadvantaged compared with the L1 group when the lexical
stress was cued by duration alone, whereas no significant group difference was found when the
stress was cued by F0 alone. Likewise, when conflicting F0 and duration cues were provided,
English speakers outperformed Mandarin L2 learners in terms of using duration. Taken together,
these studies suggested that Mandarin L2 learners successfully identified L2 lexical stress using
suprasegmental cues. In terms of cue weighting strategy, they prioritized F0 over duration.
Asymmetries are also apparent in the use of segmental cues (i.e., vowel quality) by
Mandarin L2 learners. In studies where explicit discrimination tasks such as AXB were used
(Chrabaszcz et al., 2014; Y. Zhang & Francis, 2010), cues based on vowel quality were found to
be stronger. Conversely, in studies that examined stress contrasts in a more demanding task such
as the sequence-recall test, Mandarin L2 learners demonstrated the limited use of vowel quality
for stress identification, while relying more on suprasegmental cues. Likewise, Lin et al. (2014)
tested identification of misplaced stress in English words (Experiment 2) that were cued by either
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suprasegmental information alone (enough realized as /ˈɪnʌf/) or both segmental and
suprasegmental information (human realized as /hjuˈmæn/). Having an additional vowel quality
cue did not aid Mandarin L2 learners’ judgment accuracy (suprasegmental cue alone: 59.7% versus
both suprasegmental and vowel quality cues 60.5%). On the other hand, English listeners benefited
from having an additional cue from vowel quality, showing increased accuracy from 77.8%
(suprasegmental cue alone) to 85.4% (suprasegmental cue with vowel quality cue). Likewise, in a
word recognition task using an eye-tracking technique (Connell et al., 2018), Mandarin L2 learners
did not differ from English speakers in using lexical stress when it was signaled by suprasegmental
cue alone. However, when both segmental and suprasegmental cues signaled lexical stress, it
facilitated the performance of English listeners but not Mandarin listeners.

2.6.2 Production of English lexical stress: Acoustics
Mandarin L2 speakers can be expected to have difficulty in placing and manipulating
lexical stress in a native-like fashion. An early production study found just such a result (Juffs,
1990). Mandarin L2 speakers who were exposed to English only in a classroom environment, often
misplaced lexical stress and tended to transfer Mandarin falling tone to realize L2 lexical stress.
Alternatively, some of them mapped the Mandarin high tone onto English lexical stress, matching
the overall high F0 and longer duration in English stressed syllables.
Acoustic analysis by Lai (2008) compared stress minimal pairs (e.g., CONtract vs
conTRACT) produced in isolation by beginning- and advanced-level L2 Mandarin learners. She
examined F0, intensity, duration, and the second formant values (F2) as a measure of vowel quality
change, extracted from the vowel of each syllable. For each acoustic cue, she computed the stressto-unstressed ratio within a word. For instance, for the nouns (e.g., CONtract), the ratio was
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computed by dividing the vowels from the first syllable (vowel 1) by that of the second syllable
(vowel 2). For the verbs (e.g., conTRACT), the values of vowel 2 were divided by that of vowel 1.
The results showed beginning learners to exhibit a significantly higher stressed-to-unstressed F0
ratio than advanced learners and L1 English speakers, while no difference was found between
advanced L2 learners and L1 speakers. L1 speakers showed significantly higher intensity and
duration ratios than both levels of L2 learners. Within the L2 groups, advanced learners used
significantly longer duration in stressed vowels than beginning L2 learners.
In the study by Lai (2008), the L1 speakers, as expected, displayed clear vowel reduction
as a function of lexical stress. The magnitude of centralization by English speakers was larger in
back vowels than front vowels. On the other hand, Mandarin L2 learners did not centralize vowels
when unstressed syllables were located in the first syllable of a word (iambic stress pattern), but
reduced unstressed vowels appearing on the second syllable (trochaic stress pattern). This result
can be interpreted in relation to the characteristics of Mandarin intonational phonology. Mandarin
does not allow the neutral tone to occur word-initially, and thus initial syllables cannot be
unstressed. On the other hand, the neutral tone appears with the preceding full-toned syllable and
stressed-unstressed (trochaic stress pattern) exists in Mandarin as an archetypal pattern for stress
contrasts in disyllabic words. If this L1 feature transferred to L2 lexical stress realization, it may
have caused Mandarin L2 learners to limit their vowel reduction only to the unstressed vowels
occurring in the second syllable of the disyllabic word.
Another production study by Zhang, Nissen, and Francis (2008) investigated acoustic
correlates of lexical stress using minimal pairs with respect to stress placement (e.g., SUBject and
subJECT). The target words were produced in isolation and Mean F0, peak F0 location, intensity,
duration, and vowel quality were measured from each vowel. Noticeable differences were found
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in the use of F0 and vowel quality. Mandarin speakers’ F0s in stressed syllables were significantly
higher than those of native English speakers. F0 peaks appeared significantly later in stressed
syllables than in unstressed syllables, while English speakers did not show such a pattern.
Regarding the vowel quality, Mandarin L2 speakers produced comparable formant values to native
English speakers in most of the stressed vowels. A few exceptions are the first and the second
vowels of permit and rebel, respectively. Conversely, relatively larger differences in formant
values were found in the production of unstressed vowels. Mandarin L2 speakers did not reduce
unstressed vowels or reduced with much smaller magnitude compared to L1 speakers. The authors
argued that for some vowel categories, the lack of vowel reduction in unstressed syllables was
attributed to the interference of the L1 vowel inventory. Some English vowels such as /ɪ, ɛ, æ, ʊ/
do not have corresponding monophthongal vowels in Mandarin. Mandarin L2 learners incorrectly
produced them even in monosyllabic words with full vowel quality. The vowel space that consisted
of English monophthongs patterned considerably differently in L1 and L2 speakers (Zhang, Nissen,
and Francis 2008, p.4506). Changing the vowel quality of incorrectly formed phonemic categories
could have been error-prone.

2.6.3 Production of lexical stress by other L2 speakers: Articulatory measures
There has been no study on Mandarin L2 speakers that directly investigated articulatory
kinematics during the production of English lexical stress; therefore, other, related articulatory
studies on L2 speech will be briefly summarized. Chakraborty and Goffman (2011) investigated
Bengali (L1) and English (L2) bilingual speakers, with low and high proficiency. They used the
Optotrak Data Acquisition Unit (ODAU) to trace the kinematic characteristics (i.e., duration and
amplitude) of a lower lip during production. The target stimuli included trochaic words (i.e.,
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marble and bible) and iambic words (buffet and baboon). Given that Bengali only allows a trochaic
stress pattern, it was expected that the low-proficiency speakers transfer a trochaic pattern to the
L2 iambic words. As it was predicted, low-proficiency speakers had difficulty producing the
iambic stress pattern. The articulatory analysis revealed that while the high-proficiency speakers
used both kinematic features (i.e., duration and amplitude) to realize lexical stress, the low
proficient speakers modulated only the movement duration to differentiate weak syllables from
strong syllables.
Another suggestive study on acoustic and articulatory correlates of prominence in French
in L1 and English L2 speakers of French investigated duration, jaw displacement, and F1 values
(Smith et al., 2019). The result revealed that some L1 speakers displayed larger jaw displacement
and F1 values, as well as longer duration in the prominent speech unit (i.e., in the Accentual
Phrase-final syllable). The English L2 speakers tended to demonstrate greater articulations on
syllables (e.g., PAssa) that would carry lexical stress in English cognate (passed) even when it was
not accented in French. However, it should be noted that these differences did not reach statistical
significance, and the authors acknowledged the necessity of future studies with a larger dataset to
generalize the observed patterns.

2.7. Current study
Although previous studies on Mandarin L2 learners have explored characteristics of lexical
stress, they focused on the acoustic domain (Y. Chen et al., 2001; Connell et al., 2018; Lai, 2008;
C. Y. Lin et al., 2014; Qin et al., 2017; Y. Zhang et al., 2008; Y. Zhang & Francis, 2010, 2010),
and thus the details of the supralaryngeal articulation of lexical stress in Mandarin L2 learners’
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speech is unknown. In addition, it is uncertain to what extent acoustic and articulatory domains
are correlated in L2 lexical stress realization. Even with the evidence of linearity between the
acoustic and articulatory domains (Iskarous, 2010), some findings suggest that the acoustic and
articulatory domains are nonunique. The same acoustic sound can be produced using multiple
vocal tract configurations (Mermelstein, 1967; Schroeder, 1967), with English /ɹ/ as a common
example (Westbury et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2008). It highlights the importance of investigating
both acoustic and articulatory domains and as well as their correlation.
The current study aims to investigate acoustic and articulatory correlates of lexical stress
in Mandarin L2 learners’ production. The acoustic analyses included the four commonly used
parameters (i.e., F0, duration, intensity, and vowel quality). As for articulatory analysis, it focused
on the displacements of the tongue, lips, and jaw. The results will be interpreted within the
aforementioned frameworks, namely the SPM, cue-weighting approach, and PAM. An additional
contribution of the present analysis is that it investigated the correlation between acoustic and
articulatory domains in L2 speech.
As suggested by previous research supporting the SPM model, the existence of L1 lexical
stress demonstrated a positive effect on learning L2 lexical stress, while the cue weighting strategy
of the L2 speakers differed from the L1 speakers. Although PAM-S model takes a different
approach to understanding L2 prosodic acquisition, based on their L1-L2 prosodic category
assimilation, it predicts similar results. English stressed syllables are expected to be assimilated to
Mandarin full tone syllables, whereas unstressed syllables to neutral tone syllables. Thus,
discrimination between stressed and unstressed syllables by Mandarin speakers is predicted to be
good. Given that the primary features of the Mandarin neutral tone are duration and F0 contour,
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L2 speakers are expected to use these features to differentiate the unstressed syllables from the
stressed syllables.

The research questions and hypotheses are listed as below:
1. Does the L1 (Mandarin) prosodic system facilitate the learning of L2 (English) suprasegmental
cues to lexical stress?
Hypothesis 1: It is hypothesized that Mandarin L2 learners will realize English lexical stress
by differentiating stressed versus unstressed vowels using all the suprasegmental cues (F0,
duration, and intensity).

2. Do English L1 and L2 speakers use different cue weighting strategies to realize lexical stress?
Hypothesis 2: It is hypothesized that Mandarin L2 learners will realize lexical stress relying
more on suprasegmental features than vowel quality differences, whereas English L1 speakers
use all acoustic parameters.

3. Do L2 learners instantiate lexical stress in the supralaryngeal articulation?
Hypothesis 3: Given the limited vowel quality differences as a function of lexical stress in the
production of L2 Mandarin speakers (Lai, 2008; Y. Zhang et al., 2008), it is hypothesized that
the supralaryngeal articulation of English lexical stress in L2 speakers will be limited, with
smaller differences between the stressed and the unstressed vowels than that of the L1 speakers.
A greater difference may be found from a specific articulator than others.
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4. Do L2 learners have reduced acoustic-articulatory correlation in comparison to L1 speakers?
Hypothesis 4: It is hypothesized that the acoustic-articulatory correlation will be weaker in the
L2 group than in the L1 group. Some articulators may show a stronger correlation with acoustic
data than other articulators.
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Chapter 3. General Methods
3.1. Corpus dataset
The data to be analyzed was drawn from a publicly available Mandarin Accented English
Electromagnetic Articulography Corpus (Ji, 2014; Ji et al., 2014; the dataset is based upon work
supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant #IIS-1142826). The corpus contains a
total of 40 participants’ acoustic and articulatory data. A total of 20 participants (10 male and 10
female) were primary speakers of Modern Standard Mandarin (10 of them had Beijing dialect
background and the other 10 had Shanghai dialect background). The other half of the participants
were American English speakers using an upper-Midwestern dialect (10 male and 10 female). All
participants were between the age of 18-40 with no reported history of speech-language, or hearing
disorder, orofacial surgery, or medication that could influence their motor performance. The
participants produced approximately 40 minutes of read speech, which consists of word lists,
sentence lists, and paragraphs. The corpus contains time-synchronous acoustic and articulatorykinematic data collected using EMA.
EMA transduces movement of the vocal tract in both temporal and spatial dimensions.
Transmitter coils generate alternating magnetic fields, through which alternating voltages are
induced in a receiver (i.e., a small sensor). The receivers can be attached to the inside or outside
of the vocal tract. The distance and relative orientation between the receiver and the transmitter
determines the strength of the induced signal (Perkell et al., 1992). The articulatory data provided
by the corpus dataset was collected using a Northern Digital, Inc. (NDI) Wave Speech Research
System. The NDI system has been reported to track the 3D position of sensors with an accuracy
approximately within 0.5mm (Berry, 2011). The sensors with five degrees of freedom (i.e., three-
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dimensional position with two-dimensional sensor plane orientation) were attached to the sagittal
midline of the tongue, jaw, lips, and the left side of the lip corner. A detailed sensor location map
can be found in Ji et al. (2014, p.7721). The current study focused on the locations of tongue tip
(TT), tongue dorsum (TD), upper lip (UP), lower lip (LL), and jaw (JAW) sensors.

3.2. Data selection
Following previous studies (Beckman, 1986; Beckman & Edwards, 1994; Fry, 1955, 1958;
Y. Zhang et al., 2008, 2008), disyllabic minimal pairs with respect to stress placement were
selected for analysis. Each pair consists of a noun (e.g., OBject) and a verb (e.g., obJECT), where
lexical stress is assigned on the first syllable of the noun and the second syllable of the verb. The
following words were used to construct the stimuli pairs: project, contest, object, produce, and
rebel. However, there is a difference to note in a stimuli design. In the previous studies, target
words were produced in isolation or carrier phrases, where they were more likely to carry pitch
accent. On the other hand, this dissertation did not limit the analysis to target words produced with
accentuation. The target words were taken from different sentence positions presented in Table 2.
In English, sentential prominences are not equally distributed across all sentence positions, and
the accentual status and s pitch accent type will differ across the target words. As detailed in section
2.3, F0 is a primary acoustic correlate of a prominence at the sentential/phrasal-level rather than
the lexical-level. Tone assignment (pitch accent, phrasal accent, and boundary tone) and their type
(e.g., L*, H-, L%) determine the realization of F0. Below some implications of the current stimuli
design for accentual status are summarized.
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In general, nouns are more likely to be pitch accented, regardless of whether they play a
subject or object grammatical role in sentences, while verbs have a tendency to be unaccented than
nouns (see Büring, 2016 chapters 6 and 7 for theoretical explanation). This difference is even
clearer when we consider break index information and its tones. Nouns were likely to have a
prosodic break and thereby edge-marking tones (i.e., phrasal accent and boundary tones) more
than twice as many times as verbs (B. Kim & Bishop, 2018).
The sentential position also plays a role in different accentual status between nouns and
verbs. Nouns that often take a ‘subject’ grammatical role in sentences tend to appear initially in
intonational phrases. Due to this positional effect, it is often prosodically prominent, featuring a
pitch accent and sometimes significant lengthening. This effect is even more likely in longer
intonational phrases. In addition to concomitant lengthening due to accentuation, this lengthening
to some extent reflects an articulatory phenomenon called domain initial strengthening (e.g., Cho,
2001; Cho and Keating, 2001; Fougeron and Keating, 1997). A speech unit located at the edge of
a prosodic phrase is temporally and spatially strengthened. In contrast, verbs, which often appear
at a non-initial position are structurally less salient and expected to be unaccented, unless it is
intentionally pitch accented by a speaker.
Lastly, not only the assignment of pitch accent but the choice of tonal type (e.g., L* versus
H*) could also have an impact on the result. Unlike the citation form elicited in isolation or in
carrier phrases, where said words bear similar pitch accent type (e.g., H*), the target words in the
current study could carry any pitch accent type. For example, if a stressed syllable bears pitch
accent with a low F0 target (e.g., L*), it results in lower F0 on the stressed syllable (a more detailed
discussion about the relationship between pitch accent type and F0 could be found in a discussion
of Chapter 4).
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All these factors including part-of-speech (noun versus verbs), sentential position (initial
versus non-initial), and type of tones are likely to contribute to realizing F0 targets on the stressed
syllables. Even with this limitation, due to the high functional load of F0 played in Mandarin, the
analysis on F0 was considered necessary to characterize Mandarin L2 speakers’ production. In
addition, the extent of the impact the aforementioned factors have on F0 realization may vary
across the language groups. The L1 group, who are more proficient at utilizing the syntacticprosodic interface and using F0 movement as a pragmatic choice, may demonstrate greater impact,
deviating from the earlier findings. The F0 result of the current study will be carefully interpreted
and discussed, taking all these factors, as well as previous studies into account.

Table 2. Target words in sentences
Stimuli

POS

Sentence

noun

Our project required us to record voices over the phone.

verb

The light was burned out so he could not project the images from his
trip to the desert.

noun

It took a long time to perfect the duck dessert for the contest.

verb

The subject of the paper was how to contest a legal decision.

noun

The object of the game was to produce a good time.

verb

Some lawyers object to keep evidence off the public record.

noun

Please don’t subject my ears to another rebel yell.

verb

Students began to rebel when the picky professor flunked everyone.

noun

The picky chef chose only perfect produce for his prize pies.

verb

The object of the game was to produce a good time.

project

contest

object

rebel

produce
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In order to map the vowel space of each speaker, the corner vowels /i, ɑ, u/ were
additionally selected as reference vowels, from which the centroids of acoustic and articulatory
domains were calculated, respectively. To minimize the coarticulatory effect of lingual consonants
on the vowel’s acoustics, three corner vowels were chosen from the words either in /hVd/ or /hVt/
contexts. They were produced in isolation within a monosyllabic word: heed, hot, who’d. The
corner vowel /æ/ was excluded from the reference vowels, as it was assumed that the absence of
this vowel in Mandarin would give an inappropriate measure of the L2 speakers. There is no midor low-front monophthong in Mandarin but one diphthong (/eɪ/). Due to this configuration of
Mandarin vowel space, it was assumed that English /æ/ was more likely to be mis-produced by L2
speakers than the other three English corner vowels, /i, ɑ, u/. The three corner vowels were reported
to be the most commonly found vowel categories across languages (Lass, 1984; Maddieson, 1984),
and computing the vowel space centroid based on them was proposed to afford increased
comparability across languages (Karlsson & Doorn, 2012). Thus, to ensure comparable calculation
of the centroids in L1 and L2 speakers, only three corner vowels /i, ɑ, u/ were used as reference
vowels.
For the accuracy in comparison between acoustics and articulatory domains, acoustic data
that does not include concurrent articulatory data was excluded from the subsequent analyses.
Following this criterion, one L2 speaker’s data (13MBF) was discarded, whose TD EMA sensor
often included missing values. As for the stimuli based on produce, only the first syllable was
included. The second syllable was excluded from the data analyzed, due to the considerable
coarticulatory effect of the alveolar onset /d/ on the high back vowel /u/, which made it difficult to
correctly estimate the change of vowel quality caused by lexical stress.
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In order to include stimuli with correct stress placement, acceptability judgment for L2
speakers’ production was conducted by the author. The tokens were included in the subsequent
analyses when both items that consist of a minimal pair (e.g., OBject and obJECT) were produced
with correct stress placement. Some common errors in L2 speech such as a coda cluster reduction
were tolerated, as long as the target vowels were correctly produced. However, when the target
vowels were produced incorrectly or when a different word was elicited, they were excluded from
the analyses. A total of 8 tokens from the L2 group were additionally excluded. Unlike previous
studies in which stress location was explicitly instructed before recording, the target words of the
current dataset were elicited during sentence reading, without explicit specification of stress
location. This relatively less controlled experimental setting may cause the acceptability rate of
the present study to be lower than that of the previous study by Zhang et al. (2008). Based on
acceptability judgment, 13 Mandarin L2 speakers’ data (39 tokens for reference vowels and 105
tokens for target vowels) were included. Most of them had a Beijing dialect background, except
for 5 speakers who had a Shanghai dialect background1. All 20 L1 speakers’ data was included in
the subsequent analyses (60 tokens for reference vowels and 350 tokens for target vowels). Table
3 presents detailed information on the target words.

1

L2 speakers included in the analyses are: 01MBF, 02MBF, 04MSF, 08MBM, 10MSM, 11MBF, 20MBF, 23MBM,
24MSF, 26MSM, 27MSM, 29MBM, 31MBM.
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Table 3. The number of tokens for all vowel categories.

Group

Stimuli type

Reference words

L1
Group
Target words

Reference words

L2
Group
Target words

Stimuli

Number of
vowel type

Number of
tokens

heed

1

20

hot

1

20

who’d

1

20

contest N
contest V
object N
object V

2
2
2
2

40
40
40
40

produce N

1

39

produce V
project N

1
2

39
40

project V

2

40

rebel N
rebel V

2
2

40
40

heed

1

13

hot

1

132

who’d

1

13

contest N

2

12

contest V

2

12

object N
object V

2
2

10
10

produce N

1

4

produce V

1

4

project N

2

18

project V
rebel N

2
2

18
8

rebel V

2

8

2

Due to orthography, one L2 speaker produced hot with the /o/ vowel and the word got was used instead as
reference word.
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Chapter 4. Acoustic Patterning
Acoustic analysis was conducted in order to obtain acoustic information including F0,
intensity duration, and formant frequency from vocalic segments. Each measurement was analyzed
using a set of methods presented below and compared between the L1 and the L2 groups. Cue
weighting in production was also investigated to determine the relative importance of cues in
lexical stress realization, and whether the L2 group differs from the L1 group in their use of the
acoustic cues.

4.1. Methods
The speech samples were first aligned to word and phone tiers using the Montreal Forced
Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017). All forced-aligned results were manually examined and handcorrected with special focus on a vocalic segment, using Praat software (Boersma & Weenink,
2017). Segmenting a target word and a vocalic segment was based on the following criteria: the
onset and offset of a target word were determined using the first and the last zero crossing at the
beginning and the end of the waveform, respectively. The onset of the vocalic segment was at the
point where formants appeared. In the case of a syllable having a stop as an onset (e.g., contest),
it was set after the stop closure. For a syllable not having a stop consonant as an onset, the boundary
was determined by examining the acoustic and spectrogram patterns of transition between the
onset and the vocalic segment. The offset of the vocalic segment was defined at the point of
disappearance of the complex wave in association with decreased formant energy above F2 on the
spectrogram.
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The acoustic features extracted over the vocalic segment of the stimuli included (a)
maximum and mean F0 in Hz, (b) maximum and mean intensity in dB, (c) duration in ms, and (d)
frequency of the first two formants in Hz. To avoid tracking errors as well as outliers, all the
acoustic values were visually inspected prior to recording them. Additionally, when extracting F0
values, the minimum and the maximum F0 values were adjusted separately for each speaker. The
maximum and mean F0 were measured using autocorrelation. The maximum and mean intensity
were measured across the frequency spectrum. The duration of the vocalic segment was calculated
using the onset and offset boundaries determined based on the previously mentioned criteria.
Although the dynamic nature of articulation should be appreciated (Mücke et al., 2014), for ease
of comparing with the earlier findings on Mandarin L2 speakers, the first two formants (F1 and
F2) were extracted in Hz at the midpoint of the vocalic segments. Formants were estimated using
the Burg Linear Predicting Coding (LPC) method. For formant extraction, the method proposed
by Chen et al. (2019) was used. It provides a potentially more accurate estimation of formants by
using reference formant values for each vowel category that are separately set for male and female
speakers.
In order to reduce variability across speakers caused by physiological differences including
gender differences and vocal tract size, normalization of the acoustic features was conducted
within each speaker, using z-scores. After normalization, the formants and F0s that were higher
than 2.5 standard deviations were additionally inspected and remeasured if necessary. Some tokens
were discarded (2 tokens from the L1 group and 3 tokens from the L2 group), in which the vocalic
segments were too short and F0 tracking failed.
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4.1.1. Vowel centralization metric
A metric described below was applied to investigate the degree of vowel centralization due
to lexical stress. It offers a few advantages of measuring vowel centralization, as it allows for the
inclusion of all tokens in the analyses instead of using the mean or median of a vowel category.
Given that vowel categories inherently differ in F1 and/or F2 values, a direct comparison of
formant values across vowels cannot effectively show the vowel centralization occurring in the
unstressed vowels compared to the stressed vowels. Hence, the present study took a similar
approach to the previous studies, where the distances between each vowel and a schwa /ə/ were
calculated (Braun et al., 2011; Sluijter & Van Heuven, 1996b). However, it modified the
calculation by using the centroid of a vowel space as an anchor point following Whalen et al.
(2018), instead of /ə/. A rationale behind applying the modified metric comes from the unstable
status of phoneme /ə/ in Mandarin phonology. There are several views to describe the Mandarin
vowel system such that some include /ə/ as a phoneme (e.g., Duanmu 2007; Lee and Zee 2003),
whereas some do not (e.g., Lin and Wang 2001). To avoid any impact that may have been caused
by L1 vowel inventory on L2 production, the centroid of vowel space was used as the anchor point
to compute the distance to each vowel, instead of /ə/.
Following the procedure proposed by Whalen et al. (2018), frequency values of vowel
formants were converted to mel scale, which reflected the effect of human perception. Firstly, the
acoustic vowel space was reconstructed making them comparable across speakers and groups.
Reconstruction involved centering and rescaling, and it was conducted separately for each speaker.
For the sake of visualization, each step of reconstruction is illustrated with the data from one L1
speaker in Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3. Calculating the centroid including all the tokens
produced by the speaker could result in a biased centroid due to the unbalanced number of tokens
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for each vowel, as well as the unbalanced coarticulatory context (Whalen et al., 2018). Hence, only
the reference vowels /i, ɑ, u/ were included to determine the centroid of vowel space. Figure 1
displays the centroid of the vowel space of a speaker (05ENF) in the mel scaled F1 x F2 dimensions.
The black circle in the middle indicates the centroid. Then, the distance between each token and
the centroid was computed. Figure 2 presents the distance between all data points and the centroid
of the speaker. The average distance between all the data points and the centroid was calculated to
obtain a unit length (Whalen et al., 2018).

Figure 1. Centroid of acoustic vowel space of L1 speaker (05ENF).
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Figure 2. Distance between each vowel to the centroid of acoustic vowel space (05ENF).
(The stressed-unstressed vowel pair is plotted in the same color with different line types. The
stressed vowels are drawn with a solid line, while unstressed vowels with a dashed line. Stress
was coded as a binary factor; unstressed as ‘0’ and stressed as ‘1’).

Lastly, as a process of centering, the centroid was subtracted from each token, and the data point
was rescaled by being divided by the unit length, using the following equation:
𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚.𝑖 = ( 𝑉𝑖 − 𝑉𝑐 ) ⁄ 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ;

norm.i indicates the normalized data point i. c stands for the vowel space centroid of a speaker. i
refers to an individual data point that belongs to the speaker.

Figure 3 visualizes the reconstructed vowel space of the same speaker (05ENF), with 445 mels as
unit length (i.e., mean distance between the centroid and all the vowels). The same procedure was
applied to each speaker separately. Figure 4 illustrates the metric applied to a stressed-unstressed
vowel, taken from the first syllable of the stimuli pair, OBjet – obJECT. The Stress was coded as
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a binary factor (unstressed as ‘0’ and stressed as ‘1’). The distances from the centroid to the
stressed (ob1) and the unstressed (ob0) vowels were presented in solid and dashed lines,
respectively.

Figure 3 Reconstructed acoustic vowel space of one L1 speaker (05ENF).
(Stress was coded as a binary factor (unstressed as ‘0’ and stressed as ‘1’)
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Figure 4. Example of application of vowel centralization metric on ob- (object) produced by a
L1 speaker (05ENF).
(Stress was coded as a binary factor; unstressed as ‘0’ and stressed as ‘1’, and a dashed line
indicates unstressed vowel, and a solid line indicates stressed vowel).

4.1.2. Statistical analysis
With respect to each measurement, Linear mixed-effects (LME) models were fitted to test
whether the production of lexical stress in the L1 and L2 speakers significantly differed from each
other, using the lmer (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2015) packages in R (R
Core Team, 2017). The LME model is known for its ability in handling missing or unbalanced
data and for its advantage of including both fixed and random effects (Baayen et al., 2008). In all
LME models, fixed effects included Group and Stress and the interaction of Group and Stress. The
Group factor included two levels, L1 and L2 groups, where the L1 group was used as a reference.
The two levels of the Stress factor were binary coded, where 0 indicated “unstressed” and 1
indicated “stressed”. Unstressed was set as a baseline for the Stress factor. The dependent variables
included measurements of within-speaker normalized F0, intensity, duration, formants, and the
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vowel centralization metric detailed in section 4.1.1. During the model development, both the
Speaker and the Stimuli terms were included as random intercepts. However, the random effect
variance and standard deviation of the Speaker factor were close to 0. It suggested that the variance
involved in the Speaker factor could be explained by the residual term of the model, and including
the Speaker-level random effect was not required to explain variance. Thus, Speaker was not
included as the random intercept, and the final LME model was as follows:
Dependent Variable ~ Group * Stress + (1 | Stimuli)
In order to conduct within-group comparisons, pairwise analyses were carried out using the
emmeans package (Lenth, 2019) in R. A Tukey adjusted prediction means obtained from the LME
model were used for comparisons. The following code was used to obtain the predicted means in
R:
Predicted mean = emmeans( model, pairwise ~ Group*Stress, adjust= "Tukey")

4.2. Results
Values in visualization and statistical analyses for all the measurements used normalized
values using a z-score, except for the vowel centralization metric, which used a different
normalization process detailed in section 4.1.1.

4.2.1. Duration
The result of duration in the L1 and the L2 groups is presented in Figure 5. Both groups
used longer duration in the stressed vowels than the unstressed vowels. However, the duration
difference between the unstressed and stressed vowel pairs was slightly but significantly larger in
the L1 group than in the L2 group.
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Figure 5. Duration of stressed and unstressed vowels in L1 and L2 groups.

The duration result for the LME model (Table 4) confirmed a significant lexical stress
effect on vowel duration, and this effect is larger in the L1 group. Pairwise analyses followed for
comparisons within groups. The within-group comparison in Table 5 demonstrated that the L1
group significantly lengthened vowel duration as a function of lexical stress (Est. = -1.05, SE=.08,
p<.001). Likewise, the L2 group modulated duration due to lexical stress showing longer duration
in the stressed vowels (Est.= -.45, SE=.16, p= .019). As the significant interaction term indicated,
the magnitude of difference between the unstressed and stressed vowels significantly differed
across the groups. It suggests that with regard to using the duration cue, the Mandarin L2 speakers
differentiated the stressed vowels from the unstressed vowels, and their use of duration in the
stressed and the unstressed vowels were almost comparable to that of the L1 group.
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Table 4 Summary of the LME model result for duration.
Predictors

Est.

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.59

0.18

-0.93 – -0.24

-3.33

0.001

Group [L2]

0.27

0.12

0.03 – 0.52

2.18

0.030

Stress

1.05

0.08

0.88 – 1.21

12.45

<0.001

Group [L2] * Stress

-0.59

0.18

-0.94 – -0.25

-3.35

0.001

Table 5. Comparisons for duration within groups.
Group

Stress

L1

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

-1.05

0.08

-1.26, -0.83

-12.45

p<.001

-0.45

0.16

-0.85, -0.05

-2.92

p=.019

unstressed-stressed
L2

4.2.3. Intensity
With respect to the maximum intensity, Figure 6 visualizes the results of the L1 and the L2
groups. Both the L1 and the L2 groups used larger maximum intensity in the stressed vowels than
in the unstressed vowels. However, the magnitude of difference between the unstressed-stressed
vowels was shown to be greater in the L1 group than in the L2 group.
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Figure 6. Maximum intensity of stressed and unstressed vowels in L1 and L2 groups.

The result of LME model for the maximum intensity is summarized in Table 6, where the
Stress factor and the interaction terms showed significance. The effect of the lexical stress was
further examined in the pairwise comparisons. The within-group comparison revealed that not only
the L1 group but also the L2 group used significantly higher maximum intensity in the stressed
vowels than in the unstressed vowels (Table 7). The magnitude of increase was larger in the L1
group (Est.= -1.11, SE=.08, p<0.01) than in the L2 group (Est.= -0.64, SE=.14, p<.01).
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Table 6. Summary of the LME model for maximum intensity.
Predictors

Est.

SE

Statistics

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.56

0.20

-2.87

p=.004

Group [L2]

0.23

0.11

2.07

p=.039

Stress [1]

1.11

0.08

14.62

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

-0.47

0.16

-2.94

p=.003

Table 7. Comparisons for maximum intensity within groups.
Groups

Stress

L1***

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

-1.11

0.08

-1.30, -0.91

-14.62

p<.001

-0.64

0.14

-1.10, -0.28

-4.56

p<.001

unstressed - stressed
L2***

The mean intensity result is visualized in Figure 7. Both the L1 and the L2 groups presented
higher mean intensity values in the stressed vowels than in the unstressed vowels. Although the
two groups patterned similarly in the mean intensity result, the magnitude of the difference was
slightly larger in the L1 group.
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Figure 7 Mean intensity of stressed and unstressed vowels in L1 and L2 groups.

The summary of LME model for the mean intensity is presented in Table 8. Significance
was noted for the Stress factor and the interaction term. Follow-up pairwise analyses were
conducted for within-group comparisons. The significant effect of the Stress on the mean intensity
was confirmed both in the L1 and the L2 group (Table 9). Both the L1 and the L2 groups
significantly increased the mean intensity of the stressed vowels compared to the unstressed
vowels (p<.001). However, the degree of difference between the unstressed-stressed vowels was
still slightly larger in the L1 group (Est.= -1.11, SE=.08, p<.001 ) than that of the L2 group (Est.=
-0.74, SE= .14, p<.001).
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Table 8. Summary of the LME model result for mean intensity.
Predictors

Estimates

SE

t-value

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.54

0.19

-2.86

p=.004

Group [L2]

0.20

0.11

1.78

p=.075

Stress [1]

1.11

0.08

14.52

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

-0.37

0.16

-2.32

p=.02

Table 9. Comparison for mean intensity within groups.
Groups

Stress

L1***

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

-1.11

0.08

-1.30, -0.91

-14.52

p<.001

-0.74

0.14

-1.10, -0.37

-5.21

p<.001

unstressed - stressed
L2***

4.2.3. F0
The result of maximum F0 in the L1 and the L2 groups is visualized in Figure 8. Unlike
the other suprasegmental cues, duration, and intensity, the two groups patterned differently from
each other. The L2 group used higher maximum F0 values in the stressed vowels than in the
unstressed vowels. On the other hand, the L1 speakers showed an opposite pattern, using lower
maximum F0 values in the stressed vowels than in the unstressed vowels. It seemed to result from
the uncontrolled accentuation effect, which will be discussed later. Figure 8 further shows that the
unstressed vowels exhibited a lower maximum F0 in the L2 group than that of the L1 group,
whereas the maximum F0 of the stressed vowels was higher in the L2 group than the L1 group.
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Figure 8. Maximum F0 of stressed and unstressed vowels in L1 and L2 groups.

These observations were confirmed in the LME model (Table 10) and pairwise
comparisons (Table 11). In the summary of the LME model, all the factors including the interaction
term were significant. The within-group comparison shown in Table 11 demonstrated a significant
lexical stress effect in both groups. Compared to the unstressed vowels, the maximum F0 of the
stressed vowels was significantly higher in the L2 group (Est.=.53, SE=.17, p<.01) but lower in
the L1 group (Est.=.24, SE=.09, p<.05). The use of F0 in the L1 group possibly resulted from the
association between lexical stress and accentuation. Previous studies often elicited target words in
isolation or within a carrier phrase. Under this condition, pitch accent was likely to fall on the
target words. Conversely, the current analysis is based on the dataset which did not control phrasallevel prominence during production. Given that F0 contour is modulated by a pitch accent
assignment and its type (e.g., L* versus H*), the F0 result in the L1 group needs to be interpreted
in relation to accentuation (more details will be discussed in a chapter discussion).
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Table 10. Summary of the LME model for Maximum F0.
Predictors

Est.

SE

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

0.10

0.22

0.48

0.630

Group [L2]

-0.46

0.13

-3.40

p<.001

Stress [1]

-0.24

0.09

-2.63

p<.01

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.77

0.19

4.05

p<.001

Table 11. Comparison for maximum F0 within groups.
Group

Stress

L1

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

0.24

0.09

0, 0.47

2.63

0.043

-0.53

0.17

-0.96, -0.1

-3.18

0.009

unstressed - stressed
L2

Figure 9 illustrates the mean F0 result in the L1 and the L2 groups. It displayed a similar
pattern to the maximum F0 result. Compared to the unstressed vowels, the L2 group increased the
mean F0 in the stressed vowels but the L1 group decreased the mean F0 in the stressed vowels.
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Figure 9. Mean F0 of stressed and unstressed vowels in L1 and L2 groups.

The summary of LME model for mean F0 is presented in Table 12, where all the terms
demonstrated statistical significance. As the interaction term showed, the mean F0 difference
between the unstressed-stressed vowel pairs was significantly larger in the L2 group than that of
the L1 group. More careful analyses were conducted through pairwise comparisons. Table 13
presents the result of the within-group comparisons. Both the L1 and the L2 groups demonstrated
a significantly different mean F0 between the unstressed and stressed vowels. In comparison with
the unstressed vowels, the stressed vowels produced by the L1 group were significantly lower
(Est.=.33, SE= .09, p<.01), whereas those by the L2 group were significantly higher in the mean
F0 values (Est.= -.66, SE= .17, p<.001).
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Table 12. Summary of the LME model for mean F0.
Predictors

Estimates std. Error Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

0.16

0.19

0.84

p=.402

Group [L2]***

-0.56

0.14

-4.04

p<.001

Stress [1]***

-0.33

0.09

-3.53

p<.001

Group [L2] : Stress [1]***

0.99

0.19

5.12

p<.001

Table 13. Comparison for mean F0 within groups.
Group

Stress

L1 **

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

0.33

0.09

0.09, 0.56

3.53

p<.01

-0.66

0.17

-1.1, -0.22

-3.9

p<.001

unstressed-stressed
L2 ***

Overall, the F0 result of the Mandarin L2 group is in line with previous findings, as they
realized lexical stress using significantly higher F0 in the stressed vowels compared to the
unstressed vowels. On the other hand, the use of F0 by the L1 group was unexpected, as they used
lower F0 in the stressed vowels than in the unstressed vowels (see the discussion for details).

4.2.4. Vowel quality
Results of the vowel quality analyses are presented below that include the analysis of
formant values and the vowel centralization metric described in section 4.1.1. As for the formant
data, separate models were built for vowel categories. The vowels were grouped together based on
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their full vowel quality: low-back vowels included ob- (object), pro- (project), con- (contest); midfront vowels contained -ject (object and project), -test (contest), re-(rebel), -bel (rebel); mid-back
vowel included pro- (produce). The mid-back vowel group included only a single stimulus and a
random effect factor was not included. All figures were presented with the normalized values using
a z-score, and the vowel ellipses were drawn using a 95% confidence level.

4.2.4.1. Formants
Low-back vowels
Production of low-back vowels in the L1 and the L2 speakers are presented in Figure 10.
As shown in Figure 10, the low-back vowels by the L1 speakers presented a considerable vowel
quality change as a function of lexical stress both in F1 and F2 dimensions. Compared to the
unstressed vowels, the stressed vowels in the L1 group were located in the lower and more
posterior region of the vowel space. In other words, the unstressed vowels by the L1 group were
centralized compared to the stressed vowels. The L2 speakers, on the other hand, displayed a lesser
degree of vowel quality change due to lexical stress.
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Figure 10. Formant plots (in z-score) for low-back vowels.

The summary of the LME model is presented in Table 14, which indicates that the Stress
factor has a significant effect on the L1 group in both F1 and F2 dimensions, and the interaction
term between the Stress and the Group factors was significant in the F1 dimension. Further
pairwise examination within speaker groups confirmed that the L1 group significantly changed
both F1 (Est. = -2.07, SE=.13, p<.001) and F2 (Est.=.82, SE=.09, p<.001) values as a function of
lexical stress (Table 15). The change between unstressed-stressed vowels by the L1 group was
larger in the F1 dimension than in the F2 dimension. In contrast, the L2 group demonstrated a
different pattern from the L1 group. In Table 15, a pairwise comparison within the L2 group
indicated that the L2 group significantly changed only their F2 values (Est.=.55, SE=.15, p<.01)
but not their F1 values (p=.091). It suggested that the L2 group showed some level of vowel
reduction in the unstressed low-back vowels, but it occurred only in the F2 dimension. The F1
values were similar between the stressed and the unstressed vowels.
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Table 14. Summary of the LME model for formant values: low-back vowels.
F1

F2

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.94

-1.59, -0.30

p=.004

0.08

-0.26, 0.42

p=.642

Group [L2]

0.83

0.47, 1.19

p<.001

-0.65

-0.89, -0.40

p<0.001

Stress [1]

2.07

1.82, 2.32

p<.001

-0.82

-0.99, -0.64

p<0.001

Group [L2] : Stress [1]

-1.55

-2.05, -1.05

p<.001

0.26

-0.09, 0.61

p=.140

Table 15. Comparison of formants within groups: low-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Formants

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

F1***

-2.07

0.13

-2.4, -1.74

-16.14

p<.001

F2***

0.82

0.09

0.59, 1.04

9.23

p<.001

F1

-0.52

0.22

-1.1, 0.05

-2.35

p=.091

F2**

0.55

0.15

0.16, 0.95

3.62

p=.002

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

Mid-front vowels
The formants of the mid-front vowels are visualized in Figure 11. The L2 group did not
change the vowel quality considerably as a function of lexical stress, and the vowel ellipses of the
stressed and unstressed vowels were overlapped mostly. As for the L1 group, the unstressed and
stressed vowels were differentiated in the vowel space. The unstressed vowels involved a greater
variance displaying a larger ellipse area. The summary of the LME model for mid-front vowels is
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presented in Table 16, where all the factors including the interaction term revealed significance,
both for the F1 and the F2 dimensions.

Figure 11. Formant plots (in z-score) for mid-front vowels.

A closer examination of the lexical stress effect was conducted through pairwise
comparisons within speaker groups (Table 17). The within-group comparison supported visual
observations. In the L2 group, the Stress term showed no significance both in the F1 (p = .83) and
F2 (p = .87) dimensions. It suggested that the L2 group did not differentiate the stressed vowels
from the unstressed vowels. On the other hand, even with some variance of the unstressed vowels,
the L1 group demonstrated a significant difference between the unstressed and the stressed vowels
in both dimensions. Compared to the unstressed vowels, the stressed vowels were located
significantly lower (F1: Est. = -0.84, SE= .08, p<.001) and more anterior (F2: Est.= -.42, SE= 0.13,
p= .009) region of the vowel space. This pattern indicated that the L1 group centralized the
unstressed mid-front vowels, compared to the stressed vowels.
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Table 16. Summary of the LME model for formant values: mid-front vowels.
F1
Predictors

F2

Est.

CI

p-value Estimates

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.24

-0.54, 0.05

0.107

0.15

-0.24, 0.54

0.456

Group [L2]

0.27

0.04, 0.49

0.019

0.55

0.16, 0.95

0.006

Stress [1]

0.84

0.69, 0.99

<0.001

0.42

0.16, 0.68

0.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

-0.72

-1.04, -0.40

<0.001

-0.61

-1.16, -0.06

0.031

Table 17. Comparison for formants within groups: mid-front vowels.
Group

Stress

Formants

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

F1***

-0.84

0.08

-1.04, -0.65

-11.12

p<.001

F2***

-0.42

0.13

-0.76, -0.08

-3.2

p=.009

F1

-0.12

0.14

-0.49, 0.25

-0.85

p=.831

F2

0.19

0.25

-0.46, 0.83

0.75

p=.876

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

Mid-back vowels
The formants of the mid-back vowels are plotted in Figure 12. As shown in Figure 12, the
L1 group clearly changed the vowel quality between the unstressed and the stressed vowels. As an
indication of vowel centralization, the unstressed vowels were higher and more fronted than the
stressed vowels. The L2 group, on the other hand, did not display such a pattern. These results are
confirmed by the statistical results and pairwise comparisons. In the summary of the LME model
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for the mid-back vowels (Table 18), significant results were noted for the Stress and the interaction
terms in the F2 dimension, while all the factors except for the interaction term were significant in
the F1 dimension.

Figure 12. Formant plots (in z-score) for mid-back vowels.

The result of the within-group comparison shown in Table 19 demonstrated that the L1
group differentiated the unstressed and the stressed vowels with significance both in F1 (Est. = 1.03, SE= .16, p <.001) and F2 (Est. = 1.32, SE= .16, p<.001) dimensions. In particular, their
unstressed vowels were significantly higher and more fronted than the stressed vowels. In contrast,
the L2 speakers did not show significant vowel quality change between the unstressed and the
stressed vowels both in F1 (p= .635) nor in F2 (p= .26) dimensions. This suggests that the L2 group
did not centralize the unstressed vowels compared to the stressed vowels.
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Table 18. Summary of the LME model for formant values: mid-back vowels.
F1

F2

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

-1.48

-1.70, -1.25

<0.001

0.27

0.04, 0.49

p=.020

Group [L2]

0.63

0.12, 1.14

0.016

-0.11

-0.60, 0.39

p=.673

Stress [1]

1.03

0.70, 1.36

<0.001

-1.32

-1.64, -1.00

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

-0.62

-1.38, 0.14

0.105

0.71

-0.03, 1.45

p=.061

Table 19. Comparison for formants within groups: mid-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Formants

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

F1***

-1.03

0.16

-1.46, -0.6

-6.33

p<.001

F2***

1.32

0.16

0.9, 1.75

8.35

p<.001

F1

-0.41

0.34

-1.31, 0.5

-1.19

p=.635

F2

0.62

0.33

-0.27, 1.5

1.86

p=.26

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

4.2.4.2. Vowel centralization result
Visualization of the vowel centralization result is presented in Figure 13, where the values
indicate the distance between the vowel and the centroid. The smaller the value is, the more vowel
centralization occurred. As shown in Figure 13, the L1 group demonstrated a shorter distance in
the unstressed vowels than in the stressed vowels, indicating that the unstressed vowels were
located closer to the vowel space centroid. On the other hand, the L2 group exhibited no visible
difference between unstressed and stressed vowels. This suggests that the unstressed and the
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stressed vowels produced by the L2 groups were not clearly differentiated by the distance between
the vowels and the vowel space centroid. These observations are confirmed by the statistical
analyses. The summary of the LME model for vowel centralization is presented in Table 20. The
result revealed significance for all the factors including the interaction term.

Figure 13. Vowel centralization result for L1 and L2 groups.

Pairwise comparisons followed for detailed within-group comparisons (Table 21). As
evidenced in the visualization, the L1 group significantly differed in the degree of vowel
centralization between the unstressed and stressed vowels (Est.= -.16, SE= .03, p<.001). The
stressed vowels in the L1 group showed larger values than the unstressed vowels. It indicated that
stressed vowels demonstrated a longer distance from the centroid, while the unstressed vowels
were centralized, resulting in a shorter distance from the centroid. Conversely, the L2 group did
not show a significant difference in vowel centralization between the unstressed and the stressed
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vowels (p= 1). The result in the L2 group revealed that the unstressed vowels did not centralize,
and their distance from the centroid was similar to those of the stressed vowels (Est.=0, SE=.05,
p=1).
Table 20. Summary of the LME model for vowel centralization.
Predictors

Est.

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

0.56

0.06

0.43 – 0.68

8.76

p<.001

Group [L2]

0.13

0.04

0.04 – 0.21

3.00

p=.003

Stress

0.16

0.03

0.10 – 0.21

5.47

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress

-0.16

0.06

-0.28 – -0.04

-2.63

p=.009

Table 21. Comparison for vowel centralization within groups.
Group

Stress

L1***

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

-0.16

0.03

-0.23, -0.08

-5.47

p<.001

0

0.05

-0.13, 0.14

0.04

p=1

unstressed-stressed
L2
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4.3. Cue weighting in production
The aim of cue weighting analysis was twofold. First, it estimated the relative contribution
of duration, intensity, F0, and vowel quality cues in the production of lexical stress. More
importantly, it investigated whether the relative importance of each cue was significantly
modulated by the speaker groups (L1 vs L2). A mixed-effect logistic regression model was built
using the glmer function from the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015), and p-values were obtained
using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2017). The dependent
variable, Stress was coded as a binary factor (unstressed as ‘0’ and stressed as ‘1’), and the fixed
effects included maximum F0, duration, mean intensity, and F1 as well as the interaction of each
cue with the Group factor. For the Group factor, the L1 group was set as the reference group. The
within-speaker normalized F1 served as a proxy for the vowel quality cue. In the present study, all
the target vowels were non-high vowels. As a function of lexical stress, the heights of the vowels
were expected to change, such that the unstressed vowels would be located in a higher region of a
vowel space.
As for random-effect factors, both the Stimuli and the Speaker factors were fitted during
the model development. The inclusion of random slopes for either of the variables resulted in the
failure of the model convergence. Random intercept included only the Stimuli factor. When the
Speaker factor was included as a random intercept, its random effect variance and standard
deviation were as small as 0. It indicated that the variance involved in the Speaker term could be
explained by the residual term of the model, and the inclusion of Speaker as a random intercept
was not required. The final model used for the analysis was as below:
Stress ~ (F0 * Group) + (Intensity * Group) + (Duration * Group) +
(F1*Group) + (1|Stimuli)
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Given the relatively small dataset size and many independent variables including multiple
interactions terms, multicollinearity was tested prior to fitting the model to the dataset. In order to
measure the collinearity amongst independent variables, the Variance Inflation Factors (VIF)
values were computed. It is considered a more accurate measurement for multicollinearity than a
pairwise correlation test. The pairwise correlation test assesses the collinearity between two
independent variables at a time. The VIF, on the other hand, examines whether the combinations
of independent variables explain the variability of the other variable. It regresses all the predicting
factors except for one, which becomes a dependent variable in a multiple regression model. The
lowest possible VIF value is 1, that indicates no multicollinearity, and a VIF value larger than 5 is
considered problematic (Menard, 2002; Vittinghoff et al., 2011). The VIF test revealed that all the
predicting factors including the interaction terms did not involve the multicollinearity issue,
resulting in the VIF values ranging from 1 to 3.3, that are smaller than the suggested threshold.

4.3.1. Results
The summary of the mixed-effect logistic regression model is presented in Table 22. Group
difference was not noted for the Intensity and Duration cues, which indicated that the weighted
importance of these cues to lexical stress was comparable across the speaker groups. As for the
intensity cue, its contribution was the largest among the cues in the L1 group (Est. =.26, SE= .03,
p= <.001). Given the insignificant interaction term between the Group and Intensity, its relative
weight did not differ significantly in the L2 group (p=.08). Both the L1 and the L2 groups used
increased intensity in the stressed vowels compared to the unstressed vowels. Likewise, the
duration cue made a considerable contribution in the L1 group (Est. = .14, SE= .03, p<0.001), and
the L2 group used it comparably to the L1 group, considering that the interaction between the
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Group and Duration terms was not significant (p=.07). Both speaker groups used longer duration
in the stressed vowels than the unstressed vowels.
On the other hand, the F1 and F0 cues demonstrated significant group differences, showing
that the L1 and the L2 groups differed in using these cues to the lexical stress. First, the F1 values
were significantly used in differentiating the stressed vowels from the unstressed vowels in the L1
group (Est. =.15, SE= .04, p<.001). Its effect size was similar to that of the duration cue (Est=.14,
SE=.03 p<.001), suggesting that these two were used to a similar extent in differentiating the
stressed vowels from the unstressed vowels. The stressed vowels in the L1 speakers were likely to
have higher F1 values (lower jaw and tongue position) than the unstressed vowels. In contrast, as
shown in the significant interaction term between the Group and F1 factors, the use of the F1 cue
was significantly different in the L2 group from the L1 group (Est. = -.14, SE=.06, p= .013). In the
L2 group, the F1 cue made a negligible contribution to the prediction of the lexical stress.
Concerning the F0 cue, its interaction with the Group factor was also significant, suggesting that
the L1 group and the L2 group used the F0 cue differently (Est.=.17, SE=.05, p<.001). In particular,
they used it in an opposite direction, as discussed earlier. The L2 group was likely to use higher
maximum F0 in the stressed vowels than in the unstressed vowels (Est.= .05), whereas the L1
group tended to use lower F0 in the stressed vowels than in the unstressed vowels (Est= -.13,
SE= .03, p<0.001). A possible explanation for group differences in the use of F0 is provided in
Section 4.4.
It is worth noting that the current results are in line with the results of the previous section
where a separate analysis was carried out for individual acoustic cues (Section 4.2). In addition,
the present result mostly corresponds to the previous findings (Lai, 2008; Y. Zhang et al., 2008).
In the use of duration and intensity cues, Mandarin L2 speakers were comparable to the L1 group,
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although Mandarin L2 speakers with low proficiency showed some difference in Lai (2008). On
the other hand, the use of F0 and vowel quality were significantly different across the speaker
groups, regardless of the L2 proficiency (Lai, 2008).

Table 22. Summary of the mixed-effects logistic regression model.
Predictors

Estimates

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

0.50

0.05

0.39 – 0.61

9.23

<0.001

Group [L2]

0.01

0.04

-0.08 – 0.09

0.19

0.849

F1

0.15

0.04

0.07 – 0.22

3.66

<0.001

F0 max

-0.13

0.03

-0.18 – -0.07

-4.57

<0.001

Intensity

0.26

0.03

0.20 – 0.32

8.61

<0.001

Duration

0.14

0.03

0.07 – 0.20

3.92

<0.001

Group [L2] * F1

-0.16

0.06

-0.27 – -0.04

-2.74

0.006

Group [L2] * F0 max

0.17

0.05

0.07 – 0.27

3.44

0.001

Group [L2] * Intensity

-0.08

0.05

-0.18 – 0.01

-1.73

0.083

Group [L2] * Duration

-0.02

0.06

-0.13 – 0.09

-0.38

0.702
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4.4. Discussion and Summary: Acoustics
The current acoustic study characterized lexical stress realization in Mandarin L2 speakers
in comparison with L1 speakers. It focused on determining whether the L2 speakers used acoustic
cues differently from the L1 speakers in production. The acoustic cues included the duration,
intensity, F0, and vowel quality. In order to make the obtained data comparable across speakers,
all the acoustic measurements were normalized prior to the analyses using a z-score. As for the
vowel quality cue, in addition to examining the formant values, the vowel centralization metric
was used to investigate the distance between the vowel and the vowel space centroid. Each acoustic
measurement was first examined individually to determine the effect of lexical stress on an
acoustic dimension. Then, all the cues were investigated together to test whether the speaker
groups differed in a cue weighting strategy.
For a closer examination of lexical stress, investigation on each measurement included
pairwise comparison within groups. In the within-group comparisons, all the suprasegmental cues,
namely duration, intensity, and F0 demonstrated significant lexical stress effect within each
speaker group. In the use of intensity and duration, the two groups exhibited the same significant
patterns as their stressed vowels featured increased intensity and duration as compared to the
unstressed vowels. As for the use of F0, the Mandarin L2 speaker used significantly higher F0,
whereas the L1 group used significantly lower F0 in the stressed vowels than in the unstressed
vowels.
Unlike the suprasegmental cue, results of the segmental cues demonstrated the discrepancy
across the groups. In both formant values and vowel centralization metric results, the L1 group
presented a significant difference as a function of lexical stress. Regardless of vowel categories,
the L1 group differentiated stressed vowels from the unstressed vowels both in the F1 and F2
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dimensions. In contrast, the L2 group exhibited the significant lexical stress effect only in the F2
dimension of the low-back vowels. In the production of the other vowels, a significant lexical
stress effect was not noted for either dimension in the L2 group. The contribution of vowel quality
cues to lexical stress was further pronounced in the result of the vowel centralization metric. The
L1 group demonstrated a significant difference, such that unstressed vowels presented a
significantly shorter distance from the centroid than the stressed vowels. It serves as the indication
of vowel quality change due to lexical stress. Conversely, the L2 group demonstrated a lack of
vowel centralization as a function of lexical stress. The L2 group did not centralize the unstressed
vowels, nor did it shift the stressed vowels to more peripheral positions in the vowel space. The
distance from the centroid to the unstressed and the stress vowels remained similar.
The finding regarding the F0 result from the L1 group, but not the L2 group, exhibited the
opposite result reported in previous studies, where higher F0 was noted in stressed vowels than
unstressed vowels (e.g., Fry 1958; Lai 2008; Lieberman 1960). However, the contribution of pitch
accent was a notable factor that differentiated the current F0 finding from previous ones, as the
current study did not limit the analysis to target words produced with accentuation. The previous
studies that reported high F0 in stressed vowels designed the target words to be produced in
isolation or carrier phrases, where said targets are more likely to bear a pitch accent. As it was
discussed in Chapter 3, several factors including POS, positional effect, and the choice of pitch
accent type could influence pitch accent status and, in turn, F0 realization. The first two factors
(POS and positional effect) were discussed earlier. In this section, another possible effect of pitch
accent type on F0 result is carefully discussed.
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Below a relatively weak correlation between specific F0 values and pitch accent is
visualized in the utterances (a) through (d), based on a similar illustration in Bishop, Kuo, and Kim
(2020, p. 2).
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First, the alignment of a tonal target (i.e., F0 peak/movement) is decided by the pitch accent
type. As (a) presents, if a word carries a pitch accent with a high tone (e.g., H* on BIcycle), the
unstressed syllable(s) in that accented word may also have relatively high F0. Likewise, as in (b),
lower F0 in the stressed syllable due to a pitch accent with a low tone (e.g., L* on BIcycle) can
result in lower F0 on unstressed syllables in that word. In the same vein, bitonal pitch accents such
as L*+H or H+!H* represent examples where a late or early F0 peak may be found. Unlike a
single-tonal pitch accent where a star ‘*’ follows the tone (e.g., L* or H*), the two tones (e.g., L
and H) are combined in a bitonal pitch accent using a ‘+’ sign. The main tonal target that is
associated with the lexically stressed syllable is marked with a star (e.g., L*+H). The bitonal L*+H
pitch accent is distinct from the single-tonal L* pitch accent, as it is followed by a rising F0
movement. As shown in (c), if the L*+H pitch accent is assigned to a word with a trochaic stress
pattern (e.g., MAry), that word’s stressed syllable will be lower than its following unstressed
syllable, as the F0 peak is the realization of the trailing H tone. A similar scenario is also possible
when an accented word with the L* pitch accent is followed by a phrase accent with a high tone
(i.e., H-), as the utterance (b) visualizes.
On the other hand, an early F0 peak is possible when a word bears a H+!H* pitch accent,
which is illustrated in the utterance (d). The !H* (downstepped H star) is the type of pitch accent
that appears with a lower F0 than that of an immediately preceding high tone. Although it is lower
than the preceding high tone, it does not approach the bottom of the speaker’s F0 range as would
be expected in the case of a pitch accent with a low tone (L*). The bitonal H+!H* pitch accent,
consists of a high tone (H) and a downstepped high tone (!H). The H+!H* displays an F0 peak
during the leading H, which is realized on a syllable that is both preceding the !H* and unstressed.
The F0 values that are relatively lower than the preceding syllable are shown in the stressed
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syllable, where the !H* is realized. If H+!H* is assigned on an iambic stress pattern word,
unstressed syllable could show higher F0 values due to the leading H than the stressed syllable
with !H*.
Secondly, the presence versus absence of a pitch accent has a great impact on the F0
realization. When a word is unaccented it lacks phonological prominence. Without an F0 target,
the F0 in an unaccented word is unspecified for pitch, and its F0 will therefore reflect interpolation
between the two F0 targets flanking it. If it were flanked by words/syllables with low/high F0, its
F0 would become as low/high as the neighboring words/syllables. For example, in the utterance
(a), the unaccented word, bought is located between two accented words with high F0 targets (H*),
and its F0 is comparable to them. In such a case, the stressed and unstressed syllables might not
show noticeable F0 differences. Regarding F0 peak, another issue to consider is that in connected
speech, the peak of the high tone is not always located (stressed) syllable-medially. Often, an F0
peak is found to be delayed in English, occurring at the later part of a vowel, annotated optionally
with “<” symbol.
Figure 14 presents the pair of stimuli, OBject (noun) and obJECT (verb) taken from one
L1 (40ENF) and L2 (02MBF) speakers, respectively. These utterances were prosodically
transcribed by two ToBI labelers independently and cross-checked. These utterances display the
influence of interpolation on F0 realization, as well as a relatively weak correlation between tone
(e.g., pitch accent, phrase accent, and boundary tone) and specific F0. In Figure 14a drawn from
the L1 speaker, the stressed syllable (ob-) carried pitch accent but its F0 did not reach the highest
F0 range of the speaker. The unstressed syllable (-ject), on the other hand, displayed a relatively
high F0 because of interpolation between the preceding H* and the following H+!H*. A peak delay
could have also influenced relatively lower F0 in the stressed syllable. Additionally, due to its
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phrase-initial position, it facilitated a clear F0 excursion. These factors made the stressed syllable
displayed lower F0 than the unstressed syllable. On the other hand, the verb obJECT in Figure 14b
demonstrates a relatively compressed F0 range being located at the non-initial position of a phrase.
Similar to the previous example, interpolation between !H* and H* made the unstressed syllable
(ob-) display similar F0 height to the stressed syllable (-ject).
The utterances from the L2 speaker are presented in Figures 14c (OBject) and 14d
(obJECT). L2 speech often includes uncertainty in prosodic labeling, and it was expressed through
using parenthesis (e.g., (L+)H*) and the mismatch symbol, ‘2’. The phrase-initially located target
word, object (noun) also displayed a large F0 excursion in the L2 speaker. Its F0 featured with a
low rising but the previous syllable ‘the’ was too short to reflect a clear low tone. Thus, it was
transcribed as (L+)H*. In the stressed syllable, the F0 displayed a sharp increase and reached a
higher target than the unstressed syllable (-ject). As for the target word, object (verb) shown in
Figure 14d, the F0 range was also relatively compressed. The stressed syllable (ject) carried H*
pitch accent, and it displayed a slightly higher F0 than the unstressed syllable (ob-). However, it
should be noted that the unstressed syllable (ob-) followed the low accentual phrase, L- on lawyers
and its F0 range was influenced by it. The mismatch break symbol ‘2’ was assigned on the L-, as
it featured tonal evidence but lacked break index information (i.e., a perceptual juncture).
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Figure 14. Example utterances with prosodic transcription.
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The current study used a minimal pair that consists of a noun and a verb elicited in different
sentence positions. Between them, nouns are more likely to be accented than verbs, and also pitch
accent type could vary. Hence, the L1 group’s use of lower F0 in stressed vowels could be
interpreted in relation to the type of pitch accent, as well as syntactic (i.e., POS) and the structural
(i.e., phrase-initial) influence on accentuation. It should be also noted that these effects were not
shown in the L2 group. They consistently used higher F0 in the stressed vowels than the unstressed
vowels, regardless of the POS and structural/pragmatic factors. Thus, the use of F0 by the L1 group
supports the fact the F0 is the correlate of pitch accent not of lexical stress in English, and it is also
influenced by a syntax-prosodic interface. Future study on lexical stress under controlled pitch
accent conditions is required to show a more detailed analysis of the correlation between the two
levels of prominence in L1 and L2 speakers. In particular, Mandarin L2 speakers’ assignment of
accentuation and the use of different pitch accent types needs to be investigated in comparison to
the L1 speaker.
Overall results of acoustic analyses were supported by the literature summarized earlier
from both perceptual and production perspectives. As it was noted in the previous perception
experiments (e.g., Lin et al. 2014; Qin, Chien, and Tremblay 2017), the Mandarin L2 speakers’
greater reliance on the suprasegmental cues compared to the segmental cues was attested in the
current study. From a production perspective, significantly higher F0 in the stressed vowels and
the lack of vowel centralization in unstressed vowels correspond with earlier findings on Mandarin
L2 speakers (e.g., Lai 2008; Zhang, Nissen, and Francis 2008).
Consistent findings were noted in the cue weighting analysis, where the contribution of
acoustic cues to lexical stress was investigated in a mixed-effect logistic regression model. The
Mandarin L2 speakers used intensity and duration cues similar to the L1 group. A significant group
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difference was found in the use of the F0 and F1 cues. With respect to the F0, the L1 group used
lower F0 in the stressed syllable than the unstressed syllable, while the L2 group used higher F0
in the stressed syllable than the unstressed syllable. Both the F0 and F1 contributed to the lexical
stress considerably in the L1 group, next to intensity and duration. In the L2 group, on the other
hand, theF0 cue made a significant contribution to the lexical stress realization, next to the intensity
and duration cues, whereas the F1 cue was the least important cue with a negligible contribution.
Taking all the findings together, the results of acoustic analyses are in line with the first
two hypotheses listed earlier. As was hypothesized, the Mandarin L2 speakers differentiated the
stressed vowels from the unstressed vowels using suprasegmental cues to lexical (Hypothesis 1).
This result also supports the SPM prediction, such that for Mandarin L2 learners, having
contrastive lexical stress in the L1 facilitated the learning of the L2 suprasegmental cues to lexical
stress. Regarding the cue weighting, the Mandarin L2 speakers relied more on the suprasegmental
cues, namely intensity, duration, and F0, while the segmental cue (F1) made nearly no contribution
to classifying lexical stress. On the other hand, the L1 speakers used both suprasegmental and
segmental cues significantly to lexical stress. In particular, their F1 contribution was similar to the
duration cue. Thus, as it was expected concerning the cue weighting strategy in production, the
Mandarin L2 speakers differed from the L1 group relying more on suprasegmental cues than
segmental cues (Hypothesis 2).
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Chapter 5. Articulatory Patterning
An articulatory analysis investigated displacements of articulators obtained from the EMA
data during the production of the stressed and unstressed vowels. Previous investigation on
articulatory correlates of lexical/sentential stress in L2 speech is relatively scant (Chakraborty &
Goffman, 2011; Smith et al., 2019). These studies mostly focused on examining non-lingual
articulators, although Smith et al. (2019) included a subset of the tongue body results. The current
study included positional information of the lingual (TT, TD) and non-lingual (JAW, UL, LL)
articulatory sensors, for the sake of understanding the nature of articulatory correlates of lexical
stress in L2 speech. In the interpretation of the results, the characteristics of each articulator
contributing to the formation of articulatory gestures were carefully considered. First, it was
acknowledged that TT is not under active control toward the creation of vocalic gestures. TD, on
the other hand, is more directly relevant to vocalic segments and expected to reflect lingual
movement pertaining to stressed and unstressed vowels more accurately than TT. Similarly, it is
possible that the LL is not recruited actively in all vowel production. Finally, due to coarticulation,
the adjacent consonant segments(s) could influence TT and LL gestures.

5.1. Methods
5.1.1. Data processing
Prior to articulatory analyses, the EMA data was converted to the MView (Tiede, 2005)
compatible format. MView allows the loading of articulatory and acoustic data simultaneously and
the investigation of multi-dimensional EMA data. In order to reduce noise, a smoothing process
was applied to each dimension of the EMA data, using the Robust spline smoothing method
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(Garcia, 2010, 2011). The “smooth” parameter was heuristically determined to be best at 50 for
the current dataset. An example of applying the smoothing process on the TD senor of one token
is shown in Figure 15. Smoothing was applied separately to all the dimensions, including
horizontal, lateral, and vertical dimensions. In Figure 15, the original data is plotted in blue, and
the smoothed result is in red. For the subsequent analyses, smoothed articulatory data was used.

Figure 15. Example of application of robust spline smoothing.

The EMA corpus includes palate information of individual speakers, which traced both
sagittal and coronal lines of the speaker’s palate, as well as the front teeth. Figure 16 presents the
example of the original palate tracing from one speaker (28ENF) in a three-dimensional view. The
portion of the palate information that represented the midsagittal line was selected for each speaker
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by visually inspecting tongue-palate contact locations in the production of the alveolar (i.e., /d, t/)
and velar stops (i.e., /g, k/) using the MView. Then, the selected palate information was manually
traced and interpolated into 50 data points, which was assumed as the midsagittal line of the palate.
In Figure 17, the interpolated palate line is plotted in red and superimposed on the original palate
data, which is in blue.

Figure 16. Example of the original palate data from a L1 speaker (28ENF).

Figure 17. Hand traced (in red) and the original palate data (in blue) from a L1 speaker
(28ENF).
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Based on the concurrent acoustic data, the onset and offset of the target stimuli and the
vocalic segments were specified on the EMA data. At the midpoint of the vocalic segment, the
positional information of horizontal (anterior-posterior) and vertical (superior-inferior) dimensions
were retrieved from each of all the articulators, including the tongue tip (TT), tongue dorsum (TD),
upper lip (UP), lower lip (LL) and Jaw (JAW). In order to avoid any outliers or a tracking error,
each of the unstressed-stressed pairs of the individual speaker was plotted separately and visually
inspected. For accurate examination, the speaker’s palatal trace, as well as two reference vowels,
/i/ and /a/, were plotted together. The example of the EMA data is visualized in Figure 18, which
plots all the sensors’ locations during the production of the unstressed (in blue) and stressed (in
red) vowel pair in the syllable ob- (object) by an L1 (28ENF) and an L2 speaker (01MBF). The
reference vowels /i/ and /ɑ/ are plotted in black.
In order to reduce the physiological differences including gender and vocal tract size, as
well as make the articulatory data comparable across speakers and groups, the obtained EMA data
was normalized within a speaker using a z-score. Unless otherwise mentioned, all the subsequent
analyses and visualization of the articulatory data used the normalized information.
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(a) L1 speaker (28ENF)

(b) L2 speaker (01MBF)

Figure 18. Example of all the articulatory data of stressed (in red) and unstressed (in blue)
vowels from syllable ob- (object), and reference vowels /i/ and /ɑ/ (in black).
(Stress was coded as a binary factor: unstressed as ‘0’ and stressed as ‘1’).
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5.1.2. Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses focused on determining whether the unstressed vowels were
significantly differentiated from the stressed vowels by the locations of the articulators. In addition,
it examined the group difference, such that whether the L2 group significantly differed from the
L1 group in the production of unstressed/stressed vowels in the articulatory domain. A linear
mixed effect (LME) model was built, using lmer (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et
al., 2015) packages in R (R Core Team, 2017). The LME model was selected for statistical analysis
due to its relative robustness to unbalanced and/or missing data (Baayen et al., 2008), as well as
its consideration of both fixed and random effects. The statistical models were built for each
dimension (i.e., horizontal and vertical) of individual articulators, separately. The positional
information of each dimension was used as a dependent variable in the LME model.
Predicting factors consist of both fixed and random effect terms. The fixed effect factors
included Group and Stress and their interaction. The random effects included Stimuli as random
intercepts to account for the impact that different items may have had on the articulatory gestures.
Due to relatively small speaker-level variance, including Speaker as a random intercept was not
necessary. When the model was fitted with Speaker as a random intercept, the random effect
variance and standard deviation were close to 0. It suggested that despite some variance in the
speaker performance, the observed variance involved in the speakers could be explained by the
residual term of the model, and adding a Speaker as a random intercept is not necessary. The model
failed to converge when random slopes for either variable were included, and thus only the random
intercept was retained in the model. In order to conduct a closer examination of the lexical stress
effect within and across groups, pairwise comparisons followed using the emmeans package
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(Lenth, 2019) in R. It uses Tukey adjusted prediction means obtained from the LME model for
pairwise analyses.

5.2. Results
Results of the articulatory data are presented for each articulator. A separate statistical
model was built for the vowel category. The vowel categories were determined based on the
vowels’ full vowel quality. Low-back vowels included ob- (object), pro- (project), con- (contest);
mid-front vowels contained -ject (object and project), -test (contest), re-(rebel), -bel (rebel); midback vowel included pro- (produce). A mid-back vowel group included only a single stimulus and
the random effect was not included. All figures are displayed with the normalized values using a
z-score, and the vowel ellipses were drawn using a 95% confidence level. In the statistical
summary, significant results are highlighted in light gray.

5.2.1. TT
TT locations in the production of the low-back vowels are displayed in Figure 19. Results
of statistical analyses are presented below, which include the summary of the LME model (Table
23), pairwise comparisons within groups (Table 24). The L1 group made significant differences
between the unstressed and stressed vowels especially in the vertical dimension (Est.= 1.97, SE= .1,
p< .001), as well as in the horizontal dimension (Est.= .39, SE = .12, p = .011). Compared to the
stressed vowels, the unstressed vowels in the L1 group demonstrated vowel centralization, as they
were shifted upward and forward. In contrast, the within-group analysis of the L2 group exhibited
limited vowel centralization as a function of lexical stress. A significant difference was found only
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in the vertical dimension. The unstressed vowels were slightly centralized, with a higher TT
location than the stressed vowels (Est.= .64, SE= .17, p =.002). The unstressed vowels in the L2
group were not differentiated from the stressed vowels in the horizontal dimension (Est. = .39,
SE= .21, p =.26).

Figure 19. TT locations (in z-scores): low-back vowels.

Table 23. Summary of the LME model for TT locations: low-back vowels.
TT (Horizontal)

TT (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.06

-0.51, 0.63

p=.836

0.91

0.04, 1.79

p=.040

Group [L2]

-0.18

-0.51, 0.16

p=.307

-0.49

-0.77, -0.22

p<.001

Stress [1]

-0.39

-0.62, -0.15

p=.002

-1.97

-2.16, -1.77

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

-0.01

-0.48, 0.47

p=.982

1.32

0.93, 1.71

p<.001
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Table 24. Comparison for TT locations within groups: low-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value p-value

Horizontal**

0.39

0.12

0.07, 0.7

3.14

p=.011

Vertical***

1.97

0.1

1.7, 2.23

19.51

p<.001

Horizontal

0.39

0.21

-0.16, 0.94

1.84

p=.259

Vertical**

0.64

0.17

0.19, 1.1

3.68

p=.002

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

With respect to the production of the mid-front vowels, as evidenced by Figure 20, the
ellipses of the unstressed and the stressed vowels in the L2 group are almost entirely merged,
suggesting that there was no differentiation in the TT position as a function of the lexical stress.
On the other hand, the L1 group exhibited some differences between the stressed and unstressed
vowels. These observations were confirmed by the statistical analyses (Table 25). All the factors
including Group, Stress, and their interaction term demonstrated significance. The within-group
comparison (Table 26) of the L2 group demonstrated that the unstressed vowels were not
differentiated in the horizontal (Est.= -.04, SE= .18, p= .9) nor in the vertical (Est.= .06, SE=.15,
p=.9) dimensions. According to the pairwise comparison within the L1 group, the unstressed and
the stressed vowels were significantly distinguished vertically (Est.= .76, SE= .08, p<.001), but
not horizontally (Est.= .1, SE= .09, p= .34).
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Figure 20. TT locations (in z-scores): mid-front vowels.

Table 25. Summary of the LME model for TT locations: mid-front vowels.
TT (Horizontal)

TT (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.26

-0.02, 0.54

p=.074

0.29

-0.08, 0.67

p=.121

Group [L2]

-0.08

-0.36, 0.20

p=.576

-0.37

-0.60, -0.13

p=.002

Stress [1]

-0.10

-0.28, 0.08

p=.287

-0.76

-0.92, -0.61

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.14

-0.25, 0.53

p=.473

0.70

0.36, 1.03

p<.001
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Table 26. Comparison for TT locations within groups: mid-front vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal

0.1

0.09

-0.14, 0.34

1.06

p=.715

Vertical***

0.76

0.08

0.55, 0.97

9.52

p<.001

Horizontal

-0.04

0.18

-0.5, 0.42

-0.25

p=.995

Vertical

0.06

0.15

-0.33, 0.45

0.42

p=.974

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

The TT location of the mid-back vowels is presented in Figure 21. As the within-group
comparison result revealed (Table 28), the L2 group demonstrated no significant difference
between the unstressed and the stressed vowels in the horizontal positions (Est.= -.32, SE= .59, p
= .9) nor in the vertical positions (Est.=.65, SE= .35, p=.2). On the other hand, the L1 group
vertically separated the two categories with significance. The unstressed vowels in the L1 group
were centralized, showing significantly higher TT location than the stressed vowels (Est.= 1.27,
SE= .17, p<.001).

Figure 21. TT locations (in z-scores): mid-back vowels.
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Table 27. Summary of linear regression model for TT locations: mid-back vowels.
TT (Horizontal)

TT (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.71

-1.10, -0.31

p=.001

1.57

1.33, 1.80

p<.001

Group [L2]

0.48

-0.41, 1.36

p=.283

-0.07

-0.59, 0.45

p=.786

Stress [1]

-0.54

-1.10, 0.03

p=.063

-1.27

-1.60, -0.93

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.86

-0.46, 2.17

p=.197

0.62

-0.15, 1.39

p=.113

Table 28. Comparison for TT locations within groups: mid-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value p-value

Horizontal

0.54

0.28

-0.21, 1.29

1.91

p=.239

Vertical***

1.27

0.17

0.83, 1.71

7.66

p<.001

Horizontal

-0.32

0.59

-1.89, 1.26

-0.54

p=.949

Vertical

0.65

0.35

-0.28, 1.57

1.87

p=.256

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

5.2.2. TD
As shown in Figure 22, the TD location in the vertical dimension displayed some difference
between the unstressed and stressed low-back vowels in both groups. This observation was
supported by statistical analyses (Table 29). Follow-up pairwise comparisons within groups (Table
30) demonstrated that the unstressed and the stressed vowels were significantly distinguished
vertically both in the L1 (Est.= 1.09, SE= .11, p<.001) and the L2 (Est.=.55, SE=.19, p=.02) groups.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the magnitude of the within-group difference was larger in
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the L1 group than that of the L2 group, which was confirmed by the significant interaction term
(Est.= .54, SE=.12, p=.011).

s
Figure 22. TD locations (in z-scores): low-back vowels.

Table 29. Summary of the LME model for TD locations: low-back vowels.
TD (Horizontal)

TD (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.06

-0.47, 0.59

p=.823

0.24

-0.25, 0.73

0.337

Group [L2]

-0.20

-0.57, 0.17

p=.296

-0.51

-0.81, -0.21

p=.001

Stress [1]

-0.18

-0.44, 0.08

p=.165

-1.09

-1.30, -0.88

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

-0.12

-0.64, 0.40

p=.654

0.54

0.12, 0.96

p=.011
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Table 30. Comparison for TD locations within groups: low-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal

0.18

0.13

-0.16, 0.53

1.37

p=.518

Vertical***

1.09

0.11

0.81, 1.37

10.12

p<.001

Horizontal

0.3

0.23

-0.3, 0.91

1.31

p=.561

Vertical*

0.55

0.19

0.06, 1.03

2.94

p=.02

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

Concerning the production of the mid-front vowels, Figure 23 visualizes the TD positions.
The ellipses of the unstressed and stressed vowels are entirely overlapped in the L2 group. The
within-group pairwise comparison revealed that no significant difference was noted in the L2
group (Table 32). The unstressed and stressed vowels in the L2 group did not differ horizontally
(p= .99) nor vertically (p=.95). In the L1 group, on the other hand, the unstressed and the stressed
vowels showed a relatively small but significant difference in vertical positions (Est. = .43, SE=.1,
p<0.001) but not in horizontal positions (p = Est.=-.07, SE=.1, p=.89).

Figure 23. TD locations (in z-scores): mid-front vowels.
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Table 31. Summary of the LME model for TD locations: mid-front vowels.
TD (Horizontal)

TD (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.09

-0.16, 0.35

p=.478

0.12

-0.47, 0.72

p=.689

Group [L2]

0.17

-0.13, 0.47

p=.267

0.04

-0.25, 0.33

p=.801

Stress [1]

0.07

-0.13, 0.27

p=.470

-0.43

-0.62, -0.23

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

-0.10

-0.53, 0.33

p=.648

0.33

-0.08, 0.74

p=.115

Table 32. Comparison for TD locations within groups: mid-front vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal

-0.07

0.1

-0.34, 0.19

-0.72

p=.89

Vertical***

0.43

0.1

0.17, 0.68

4.32

p<.001

Horizontal

0.03

0.19

-0.47, 0.53

0.13

p=.999

Vertical

0.1

0.19

-0.39, 0.58

0.51

p=.956

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

As shown in Figure 24, the TD locations for the mid-back vowels displayed a large overlap
in both groups. Statistically, the Stress factor and its interaction with the Group term were not
significant (Table 33). Pairwise comparisons further confirmed that neither group revealed a
significant difference between the unstressed and stressed vowels (Table 34).
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Figure 24. TD locations (in z-scores): mid-back vowels.

Table 33. Summary of linear regression model for TD location: mid-back vowels.
TD (Horizontal)

TD (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.60

-1.00, -0.20

p=.004

0.68

0.44, 0.92

p<.001

Group [L2]

0.43

-0.45, 1.32

p=.328

-0.02

-0.55, 0.52

p=.949

Stress [1]

-0.35

-0.92, 0.22

p=.221

-0.28

-0.63, 0.06

p=.104

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.65

-0.66, 1.97

p=.322

0.03

-0.77, 0.83

p=.934
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Table 34. Comparison for TD locations within groups: mid-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal

0.35

0.28

-0.4, 1.1

1.24

p=.605

Vertical

0.28

0.17

-0.17, 0.74

1.66

p=.356

Horizontal

-0.31

0.59

-1.88, 1.27

-0.52

p=.954

Vertical

0.25

0.36

-0.7, 1.21

0.7

p=.896

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

5.2.3. JAW
As shown in Figure 25, the L1 group clearly distinguished the unstressed and the stressed
low-back vowels both in the horizontal and the vertical dimensions. As an indication of
centralization, the unstressed vowels were shifted upward and forward. In contrast, the L2 group
displayed some difference in the vertical dimension but not much difference in the horizontal
dimension.

Figure 25. JAW locations (in z-scores): low-back vowels.
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The summary of the LME model in Table 35 indicated significance for both the Group and
Stress terms, as well as the interaction terms. The significance of the interaction term was further
confirmed by the pairwise comparisons. The intra-group comparison in Table 36 revealed that the
L1 group differentiated the stressed and unstressed vowels. The jaw displacement in the L1 group
demonstrated significantly different horizontal (Est. = .96, SE=.14, p<.001) and vertical (Est.=
2.15, SE= .12, p<.001) positions as a function of lexical stress. On the other hand, in the L2 group,
a significant difference in the jaw location was only noted in the vertical dimension (Est.= .73,
SE=.21, p=.003). The lexical stress did not have a significant effect in the horizontal locations of
the JAW (Est.=.16, SE= .25, p=.9).

Table 35. Summary of the LME model for Jaw locations: low-back vowels.
JAW (Horizontal)

JAW(Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.54

0.05, 1.04

p=.031

0.86

0.41, 1.32

p<.001

Group [L2]

-0.49

-0.89, -0.09

p=.015

-0.53

-0.86, -0.21

p=.001

Stress [1]

-0.96

-1.24, -0.68

p<.001

-2.15

-2.38, -1.92

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.80

0.24, 1.36

p=.005

1.42

0.96, 1.88

p<.001
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Table 36. Comparison for JAW locations within groups: low-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value p-value

Horizontal***

0.96

0.14

0.58, 1.33

6.65

p<.001

Vertical***

2.15

0.12

1.84, 2.46

18.11

p<.001

Horizontal

0.16

0.25

-0.49, 0.81

0.64

p=.919

Vertical**

0.73

0.21

0.2, 1.26

3.55

p=.003

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

The JAW location of the mid-front vowels is visualized in Figure 26. The L2 group
displayed the complete overlap between the unstressed and the stressed vowels, while the L1 group
showed some differences in both dimensions. The summary of the LME model (Table 37) revealed
significance for both the Group and Stress terms, as well as the interaction terms. The pairwise
comparison within groups (Table 38) demonstrated that in the L2 group, the unstressed vowels
were not significantly differentiated from the stressed vowels horizontally (Est.=0.01, SE= .21, p
=.99) nor vertically (Est.=.13, SE=.16, p=.86). Conversely, significantly different JAW locations
in both dimensions were noted in the L1 group. The unstressed vowels were produced with
significantly more anterior (Est.= .53, SE=.11, p<.001) and higher (Est.=98, SE= .08, p<.001)
JAW positions compared to the stressed vowels, in the L1 group. This indicates the centralization
of the unstressed vowels.
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Figure 26. JAW locations (in z-scores): mid-front vowels.

Table 37. Summary of the LME model for mid-front vowels.
JAW (Horizontal)

JAW (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.27

-0.00, 0.54

p=.053

0.49

0.26, 0.73

p<.001

Group [L2]

-0.14

-0.47, 0.18

p=.387

-0.60

-0.86, -0.35

p<.001

Stress

-0.53

-0.74, -0.31

p<.001

-0.98

-1.14, -0.81

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress

0.52

0.07, 0.98

p=.025

0.85

0.50, 1.20

p<.001
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Table 38. Comparison for Jaw locations within groups: mid-front vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal***

0.53

0.11

0.24, 0.81

4.82

p<.001

Vertical***

0.98

0.08

0.76, 1.2

11.53

p<.001

Horizontal

0.01

0.21

-0.53, 0.54

0.02

p=.99

Vertical

0.13

0.16

-0.29, 0.54

0.79

p=.857

L1
unstressed–stressed
L2

The JAW location of the mid-back vowels in the L1 and L2 groups is presented in Figure
27, where a relatively smaller difference was found in the L2 group compared to the L1 group.
The within-group comparison (Table 40) revealed that only the L1 group significantly
differentiated the unstressed from the stressed vowels by the vertical dimension of the JAW
location (Est. =.85, SE=.15, p<0.001). The unstressed and stressed vowels by the L2 group were
not distinct from each other in both dimensions (Horizontal: Est.=.06, SE=.48, p=.99, Vertical: .59,
SE=.31, p=.24).

Figure 27. JAW locations (in z-scores): mid-back vowels.
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Table 39. Summary of linear regression model for Jaw location: mid-back vowels.
JAW (Horizontal)

JAW (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.32

-0.00, 0.64

.052

1.01

0.80, 1.22

<0.001

Group [L2]

-0.03

-0.74, 0.68

.932

0.06

-0.41, 0.53

p=.798

Stress

-0.27

-0.73, 0.19

.246

-0.85

-1.16, -0.55

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress

0.20

-0.86, 1.27

.701

0.26

-0.44, 0.96

p=.456

Table 40. Comparison for JAW locations within groups: mid-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal

0.27

0.23

-0.34, 0.87

1.18

p=.645

Vertical***

0.85

0.15

0.46, 1.25

5.72

p<.001

Horizontal

0.06

0.48

-1.21, 1.33

0.13

p=.999

Vertical

0.59

0.31

-0.24, 1.43

1.9

p=.244

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

5.2.4. LL
The LL location in the production of the low-back vowels is presented in Figure 28. As
evidenced by visualization, the L1 group displayed a considerable difference between the
unstressed and stressed vowels both in the horizontal and the vertical dimensions. Conversely, the
low-back vowels produced by the L2 group displayed a large overlap without considerable
difference in both dimensions as a function of the lexical stress.
The summary of the LME model (Table 41) presented significant interaction terms
between the Group and Stress factors in both dimensions. In the within-group comparison (Table
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42), the L1 group exhibited a significant lexical stress effect. Their LL location of unstressed
vowels was significantly more fronted (Est. = 1.39, SE=.14, p<.001) and higher (Est.= 2.07,
SE= .12, p<.001) than the stressed vowels. In contrast, the L2 group did not differentiate the LL
positions as a function of lexical stress. The unstressed vowels did not differ from the stressed
vowels in horizontal (Est.=-.04, Se= .23, p=.99) nor vertical dimensions (Est.= .41, SE=.21, p=.22).

Figure 28. LL locations (in z-scores): low-back vowels.

Table 41. Summary of LME model for LL location: low-back vowels.
LL (Horizontal)

LL (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.50

-0.00, 0.99

p=.050

0.71

0.34, 1.07

p<.001

Group [L2]

-0.14

-0.52, 0.23

p=.447

-0.35

-0.69, -0.02

p=.039

Stress [1]

-1.39

-1.65, -1.13

p<.001

-2.07

-2.31, -1.84

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

1.43

0.91, 1.96

p<.001

1.67

1.19, 2.14

p<.001
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Table 42. Comparison for LL locations within groups: low-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value p-value

Horizontal***

1.39

0.14

1.04, 1.74

10.29

p<.001

Vertical***

2.07

0.12

1.76, 2.39

16.99

p<.001

Horizontal

-0.04 0.23

-0.65, 0.56

-0.18

p=.998

0.41

-0.14, 0.95

1.92

p=.222

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2
Vertical

0.21

The LL location of mid-front vowels in the L1 and L2 groups is presented in Figure 29.
While the unstressed vowels were differentiated from the stressed vowels in the L1 group, they
were mostly overlapped in the L2 group. The summary of the LME model demonstrated
significance for the Group, Stress, and the interaction terms in both dimensions (Table 43). The
within-group comparison (Table 44) indicated that in the L1 group, the unstressed vowels were
realized with significantly higher (Est.= 1.11, SE= .09, p<.001) and more fronted (Est. =.85,
SE= .09, p<0.001) LL locations compared to the stressed vowels. In contrast, the L2 group did not
differentiate the LL location as a function of lexical stress. The LL locations of the stressed and
unstressed vowels were not significantly differentiated horizontally (Est.=.13, SE=.18, p=.8) nor
vertically (Est.=.27, SE=.16, p=.3).
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Figure 29. LL locations (in z-scores): mid-front vowels.

Table 43. Summary of LME model for LL locations: mid-front vowels.
LL (Horizontal)

LL (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.18

-0.12, 0.48

0.229

0.38

0.17, 0.59

p<.001

Group [L2]

-0.67

-0.95, -0.39

p<.001

-0.87

-1.12, -0.62

p<.001

Stress [1]

-0.85

-1.03, -0.67

p<.001

-1.11

-1.27, -0.94

p<.001

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.72

0.33, 1.11

p<.001

0.84

0.48, 1.19

p<.001
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Table 44. Comparison for LL locations within groups: mid-front vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

Horizontal*** 0.85 0.09

CI

t-value

p-value

0.61, 1.09

9.09

p<.001

L1
Vertical***

1.11 0.09

0.89, 1.33

12.97

p<.001

Horizontal

0.13 0.18 -0.33, 0.58

0.73

p=.886

Vertical

0.27 0.16 -0.15, 0.68

1.65

p=.352

unstressed - stressed
L2

As shown in Figure 30, the LL locations of the mid-back vowels did not demonstrate
considerable differences between the unstressed and stressed vowels in either speaker group.
Although the summary of the LME demonstrated a significant Stress effect in the vertical
dimension (Table 45), it did not reach the statistical significance in pairwise comparison within
groups (Table 46).

Figure 30. LL locations (in z-scores): mid-back vowels.
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Table 45. Summary of linear regression for LL location: mid-back vowels.
LL (Horizontal)

LL (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.59

0.33, 0.84

p<.001

1.00

0.79, 1.22

p<.001

Group [L2]

-0.44

-1.01, 0.13

p=.128

-0.08

-0.55, 0.40

p=.744

Stress [1]

0.30

-0.07, 0.66

p=.106

-0.34

-0.65, -0.04

p=.028

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.61

-0.24, 1.45

p=.157

0.07

-0.64, 0.77

p=.850

Table 46. Comparison for LL locations within groups: mid-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal

-0.3

0.18

-0.78, 0.18

-1.65

p=.361

Vertical

0.34

0.15

-0.06, 0.75

2.27

p=.12

Horizontal

-0.9

0.38

-1.92, 0.11

-2.38

p=.095

Vertical

0.28

0.32

-0.57, 1.12

0.88

p=.817

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

5.2.5. UL
The position of UL in the production of the low-back vowels is visualized in Figure 31,
and the statistical results including the summary of the LME model (Table 47) and the results of
pairwise comparisons are presented below (Table 48). As Table 47 presented, the significant Stress
and interaction term were noted in the horizontal dimension. The within-group comparison
revealed that the L1 group realized the unstressed vowels with significantly more anterior UL
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positions than the stressed vowels (Est.= .78, SE= .1, p<.001), while no significance was noted in
the vertical dimension (p= .9). On the other hand, as apparent in the visualization, the L2 group
made a significant difference between the unstressed and stressed vowels, neither horizontally
(p=.9) nor vertically (p=.9).

Figure 31. Visualization of UL locations: low-back vowels.

Table 47. Summary of LME model for UL location: low-back vowels.
UL (Horizontal)

UL (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.18

-0.41, 0.77

p=.556

0.30

-0.33, 0.92

p=.355

Group [L2]

-0.04

-0.32, 0.24

p=.775

-0.03

-0.33, 0.27

p=.855

Stress [1]

-0.78

-0.97, -0.58

p<.001

-0.05

-0.26, 0.17

p=.679

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.83

0.44, 1.22

p<.001

0.17

-0.26, 0.60

p=.433
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Table 48. Comparison for UL locations within groups: low-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal***

0.78

0.1

0.52, 1.04

7.73

p<.001

Vertical

0.05

0.11

-0.24, 0.33

0.41

p=.977

L1
unstressed - stressed
Horizontal

-0.05 0.17

-0.5, 0.4

-0.3

p=.99

Vertical

-0.13 0.19

-0.62, 0.37

-0.66

p=.912

L2

The UL location in the production of the mid-front vowels is visualized in Figure 32. The
summary of the LME model in Table 49 revealed significance for the Group and Stress only in
the horizontal dimension, but not in the vertical dimension. Intra-group comparison (Table 50) of
the L1 group resulted in statistical significance in the horizontal dimension. In the L1 group, the
UL of the stressed vowels were located more posterior to the unstressed vowels (Est.=.43, SE= .09,
p<.001), while no significant difference was noted in the vertical dimension. In contrast, the intragroup comparison did not demonstrate any significance in the L2 group (p=.8), such that the
unstressed and the stressed vowels were not differentiated by the UL position in both dimensions.
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Figure 32. UL locations (in z-scores): mid-front vowels.

Table 49. Summary of LME model for UL location: mid-front vowels.
UL (Horizontal)

UL (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.12

-0.62, 0.39

p=.650

0.20

-0.54, 0.95

p=.590

Group [L2]

-0.35

-0.61, -0.10

p=.007

0.19

-0.07, 0.46

p=.151

Stress [1]

-0.43

-0.60, -0.26

p<.001

0.16

-0.01, 0.33

p=.071

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.31

-0.05, 0.66

p=.093

-0.01

-0.38, 0.36

p=.949
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Table 50. Comparison for UL locations within groups: mid-front vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal***

0.43

0.09

0.21, 0.65

5.03

p<.001

Vertical

-0.16

0.09

-0.39, 0.07

-1.79

p=.278

Horizontal

0.12

0.16

-0.29, 0.54

0.77

p=.869

Vertical

-0.15

0.17

-0.58, 0.29

-0.88

p=.816

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2

The UL location in the production of mid-back vowels is displayed in Figure 33. The
summary of the LME model in Table 51 indicated that none of the factors, including the interaction
terms, were significant. The within-group comparison presented in Table 52 further confirmed that
regardless of the speaker groups, the unstressed and stressed vowels were not differentiated
horizontally nor vertically.

Figure 33. UL locations (in z-scores): mid-back vowels.
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Table 51. Summary of linear regression model for UL location: mid-back vowels.
UL (Horizontal)

UL (Vertical)

Predictors

Est.

CI

p-value

Est.

CI

p-value

(Intercept)

0.89

0.62, 1.15

p<.001

-0.23

-0.60, 0.14

p=.211

Group [L2]

-0.19

-0.78, 0.41

p=.525

0.43

-0.40, 1.25

p=.3

Stress [1]

0.17

-0.21, 0.55

p=.375

-0.22

-0.75, 0.31

p=.404

Group [L2] * Stress [1]

0.06

-0.83, 0.94

p=.895

-0.49

-1.72, 0.74

p=.425

Table 52. Comparison for UL location within groups: mid-back vowels.
Group

Stress

Dimension

Est.

SE

CI

t-value

p-value

Horizontal

-0.17

0.19

-0.68, 0.34

-0.9

p=.807

Vertical

0.22

0.26

-0.48, 0.92

0.84

p=.834

Horizontal

-0.23

0.4

-1.29, 0.83

-0.57

p=.939

Vertical

0.71

0.55

-0.76, 2.18

1.29

p=.571

L1
unstressed - stressed
L2
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5.3. Discussion and Summary: Articulatory (EMA)
The statistical analyses and visualization were applied to the EMA data to characterize
lexical stress realization in the Mandarin L2 speakers and the native English speakers. The results
of the current study contribute to the L2 literature on the learning of lexical stress. Previous L2
studies on lexical stress mostly focused on the acoustic domain. Less research has investigated
articulatory realization of lexical stress in L2 speech (but see Chakraborty and Goffman 2011;
Smith, Erickson, and Savariaux 2019). The present study provides a considerable addition to the
articulatory literature of lexical stress in L2 speech.
Prior to analyses, all the articulatory data points were z-normalized within-speaker, making
across-speaker comparison possible. The current analyses focused on the positional information
of 5 articulators including the tongue tip (TT), tongue dorsum (TD), jaw (JAW), upper lip (UL),
and lower lip (LL). Positional information was represented by horizontal and vertical dimensions,
which were examined separately. The statistical comparison involved intra-group comparisons for
each measurement. Given that the current articulatory study investigated multiple articulators, the
results are summarized for the vowel categories and the speaker groups. The within-group
comparison between the unstressed and stressed vowels in all articulators is summarized in Table
53 for the L1 speakers, and in Table 54 for the Mandarin L2 speakers. The statistically significant
results were highlighted in gray.
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Table 53. Summary of within-group comparison results in all articulators: L1 group.
low-back

TT

mid-front

Horizontal

Vertical

**

***

***

***

***

TD

Horizontal

mid-back

Vertical

JAW

***

***

***

***

LL

***

***

***

***

UL

***

Horizontal

Vertical
***

***

***
*: p<.05, **; p<.01; ***p<.001

Table 54. Summary of statistical results in all articulators: L2 group.
low-back
Horizontal

mid-front

Vertical

TT

***

TD

*

JAW

**

Horizontal

mid-back

Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

LL
UL
*: p<.05, **; p<.01; ***p<.001

As for TT locations, both L1 and L2 groups showed a difference in the vertical dimension
in low-back vowels. The L1 group further showed significantly different horizontal locations of
low-back vowels. As for the mid-front/back vowels, the TT height was also significantly lower in
the stressed vowels in the L1 group, whereas the L2 group did not show any significant difference.
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However, as it was discussed earlier since TT is not directly involved in the creation of vocalic
gestures, more attention should be paid to the result of TD, which is under active control toward
the creation of the vocalic gesture.
As for the results related to TD positions, the L2 group showed statistical significance in
the low-back vowels by demonstrating significantly lower TD locations in the unstressed vowels
than in the stressed vowels. As for the mid-front/back vowels, the L2 group did not reveal any
significant lexical stress effect. The L1 group, on the other hand, exhibited significantly lower TD
location in the stressed vowels compared to the unstressed vowels for both the low-back and midfront vowels. Taken together, the TD results suggest that the TD has involvement in lexical stress
realization, and between the two dimensions, the vertical dimension contributed more to the
realization of lexical stress.
With respect to the JAW position, both the L1 and the L2 groups demonstrated significantly
lower JAW positions, when producing the stressed low-back vowels than the unstressed
counterpart. However, the L2 speakers did not demonstrate a significant difference in the JAW
location for the other vowels. The L1 group, in contrast, consistently used the significantly lower
JAW location in the stressed vowels, regardless of the vowel categories. In addition, as for the
low-back and the mid-front vowels, the L1 group exhibited significantly more posterior JAW
locations in the stressed vowels than those of the unstressed vowels. Although the current findings
are limited to non-high vowels, they demonstrate the importance of the JAW is greatly involved
in the realization of vowel quality difference as a function of lexical stress. In the L1 group, the
JAW position consistently demonstrated the effect of lexical stress across all the vowels. The JAW
location of the unstressed vowels displayed the indication of vowel centralization with
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significantly higher (for all the vowels) and more fronted (only for the low-back and mid-front
vowels) locations.
The LL position patterned similarly to the JAW results in the L1 group, such that the LL
location significantly differentiated the low-back and the mid-front vowels both in the horizontal
and vertical dimensions. On the contrary, across all the vowel categories, no significant difference
was noted between the unstressed and stressed vowels in the LL location of the L2 group. In terms
of the UL location, the L2 group demonstrated no stress effect regardless of the vowel categories.
On the other hand, in the production of the low-back and the mid-front vowels, the L1 group
realized the stressed vowels with significantly more posterior UL locations. It can be interpreted
as a less protruded upper lip gesture in the stressed vowels by the L1 group. The results of the LL
and the UL suggest that lips are also a good indicator of lexical stress in low-back and mid-front
vowels.
One thing to note regarding relatively less significant differentiation in the mid-back
vowels is that compared to other vowels it included a smaller sample size. Also, when that vowel
is stressed, it is phonetically realized as a diphthong. Thus, the relatively smaller number of data
points and the diphthongized vowel quality might have had an impact on the result of the current
analysis, and a future study with a larger dataset in various contexts is necessitated. Taken together,
the Mandarin L2 speakers demonstrated the extremely limited lexical stress effect in the
articulatory domain. Among the vowel categories, only the low-back vowels showed significant
differences in the vertical dimension of the TT, TD, and the JAW sensors. On the other hand, the
lexical stress effect in the articulatory domain was clearly demonstrated in the L1 group, across all
vowel categories with multiple articulators. In particular, their production of the unstressed vowels
was centralized with relatively higher articulatory gestures compared to those in the stressed
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vowels. The results of the articulatory analyses are consistent with Hypothesis 3 such that in
comparison with the L1 speakers, the Mandarin L2 demonstrated smaller supralaryngeal
articulatory differences between the unstressed and stressed vowels.
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Chapter 6. Correlation Between Acoustic and Articulatory
Domains
Investigation into L1 speech production has revealed that acoustic and articulatory domains
are closely correlated. The correlation between acoustic features (e.g., formants) and articulator
positions (e.g., Dromey, Jang, and Hollis 2013; Lee, Shaiman, and Weismer 2016; Mefferd 2017;
Mefferd and Green 2010) or tongue curvature (e.g., Ahn 2018; Ahn and Davidson 2016; Coretta
2020; Noiray, Ménard, and Iskarous 2013) has been explored previously. In regard to variability,
while some have claimed that articulatory variability does not imply formant variability (Harper,
2020; Mefferd & Green, 2010), a recent study by Whalen et al. (2018) found variability in acoustic
and articulatory domains to be relatively consistent within a speaker. The variability in the acoustic
and articulatory domains depended on the vowel categories; non-low front vowels were less
variable compared to the other vowels in the articulatory domain.
In L2 speech, the correlation between acoustic and articulatory domains has been
investigated previously from the perspective of production (e.g., Gick et al. 2004, 2006; Kirkham
and Nance 2017) and from the perspective of second language acquisition, where the effectiveness
of articulatory feedback has been examined during the learning of L2 speech sounds. In particular,
the ultrasound imaging technique has been actively used in visual training of L2 learners, due to
its affordability and portability (e.g., Antolík, Pillot-Loiseau, and Kamiyama 2019; Gick et al.
2008; Katz and Mehta 2015; Roon, Kang, and Whalen 2020). Overall, these studies indicate that
visual (bio)feedback is beneficial to L2 learners. However, the assessment of the two domains in
relation to lexical stress/prominence is scant (but see Chakraborty and Goffman 2011; Smith,
Erickson, and Savariaux 2019). Hence, the present study aims to contribute to the articulatory
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literature on L2 speech by investigating the correlation between the acoustic and articulatory
domains in the production of lexical stress by Mandarin L2 speakers, as well as L1 speakers.

6.1. Methods
6.1.1 Principal Component Analysis
The positional information of the vertical and horizontal dimensions from each articulator
was converted to a single dimension by using the first principal component (PC1) of the Guided
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The PCA was performed separately for each speaker. The
direction of the first PC was controlled, such that positive values of the PC1 always indicated the
lowering/opening of an articulator for all the speakers. It allowed for an intuitive interpretation of
the correlation between the PC1 values and the F1 dimension, as the F1 x F2 vowel space was
visualized with reversed F1 values on the y-axis. As a diagnosis, all the PCA results were
reconstructed and plotted together with the original data. An example of a diagnosis plot is
presented in Figure 34. In Figure 34, the reconstructed jaw positions based on the PC1 are
displayed in red dots, and the original JAW data by an L1 (Figure 34a) and L2 speakers (Figure
34b) in blue dots. The amount of data that were explained by the PC1 is indicated in each figure
within the parentheses.
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(a) L1 speaker

(b) L2 speaker

Figure 34. Example of reconstructed JAW locations based on the PC1.

In addition to finding the PC1 from each articulatory sensor (TT, TD, UL LL, JAW), the
articulators with two sensors, namely the lips and the tongue, included another Guided PCA to
reduce 4-dimensional positional information into a single dimension based on PC1. For example,
concerning the lips, the UL and the LL sensors were analyzed together to find the PC1. Likewise,
for the tongue sensors, the PC1 was extracted from the combined information of the TT and the
TD sensors. As shown in Figure 35, the reconstruction of the two sensors based on the PC1 was
also successful.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 35. Example of reconstructed lips and tongue data in L1 and L2 speakers.

6.1.2. Correlations
The present correlation analysis was primarily concerned with determining to what extent
the acoustic domain was related to the PCA results of the articulatory domain in the production of
lexical stress. In particular, it investigated whether some articulators were more strongly correlated
with the acoustic domain than others, and also whether the two speaker groups differed in the
strength of correlation between the two domains. Correlations were investigated within each group
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by pairing the PCA results with the F1 dimension of the acoustic domain. The PCA results included
the PC1 extracted from each of the articulatory sensors (i.e., TT, TD, UL, LL, JAW) and the
articulators (i.e., tongue, lips, and jaw). With respect to the acoustic domain, within-speaker
normalized F1 values were used. This resulted in 7 pairs for comparison. For the articulators that
included two sensors such as the lips and the tongue, the correlation was computed for each sensor
(e.g., F1 ~ TT; F1 ~ TD; F1 ~ UL; F1 ~ LL), as well as for each articulator (F1 ~ Tongue; F1 ~
Lips). Since the jaw included only one sensor, its correlation was computed only once (i.e., F1 ~
JAW). However, for purposes of comparison, the same correlation was reported twice—one with
the articulatory sensors, and the other with the articulators. For each set of variables, Pearson’s
product moment correlation was carried out using the rcorr function from Hmisc package (Harrell
Jr & Harrell Jr, 2019) in R (R Core Team, 2017).

6.2. Results
The current analysis included only non-high vowels, and the stressed vowels were expected
to be located at lower regions than the unstressed vowels both in the acoustic and articulatory
domains. Given that the positive PC1 values indicated lowering of an articulator, the positive
correlation represented that the lower articulator’s position corresponded to the lower region in the
acoustic vowel space. In the L1 group, positive correlations with the F1 dimension were noted in
all articulatory variables, except for the UL. The correlation results in the L1 group are summarized
in Table 55 and visualized in Figure 36. As the results indicate, all the correlations were found to
be statistically significant, while the strength of correlation differed across the articulatory
variables. Of all the articulatory sensors, the strongest positive correlation with the F1 values was
noted for the LL (r = .67, p<.001) followed by the JAW (r= .58, p<.001) and the TT (r=.57, p<.001).
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Although it was weaker than the TT, the TD also presented comparable positive correlation results
(r=.53, p<.001). The UL presented the weakest negative correlation with the F1 dimension (r=
-.29, p<.001). However, it should be noted that the UL demonstrated the smallest movement
among all the articulators, and thus a weak correlation was inevitable.
When the correlation was calculated for each articulator (tongue, lips, jaw) in the L1 group,
the jaw (r= .58, p<.001) and the tongue (r= .57, p<.001) were positively correlated with the F1
dimension with similar strength, and they were stronger than the lips (r= -.43, p<.001). The tongue
demonstrated a correlation result (r= .57, p<.001) similar to the sensor-level analysis exhibited by
TT (r= .57) and TD (r= .53). On the other hand, the result of the lips did not. The strong positive
correlation presented in the LL (r = .67) was not reflected in the correlation of the lips. It might be
due to the effect of the UL sensor, which had a relatively weak negative correlation with the F1
values (r= -.29).
The correlation results of the L2 group are visualized in Figure 37 and summarized in Table
56. Like the L1 group results, all articulatory variables, except for the UL revealed positive
correlations with the F1 dimension. All the correlational results in the L2 group were also
significant. Among all the articulatory sensors, the strongest positive correlation was noted for the
TD (r= .51, p<.001), which was comparable to the JAW (r= .50, p<.001). The LL (r= .44, p<.001)
and the TT (r=.34, p<.001) demonstrated relatively weaker correlation with the F1 dimension, and
the UL presented the weakest correlation (r= -.2, p<.001). In the articulator-level analysis, the jaw
(r=.5, p<.001) was most closely correlated with the F1 dimension followed by the tongue (r= .4,
p<.001). The weakest negative correlation was noted for the lips (r= -.24, p=.004).
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Table 55. Correlation results in the L1 group.
Sensors

r

p-value

TT

0.57

p<.001

TD

0.53

p<.001

UL

-0.29

p<.001

LL

0.67

p<.001

JAW

0.58

p<.001

Articulators

r

p-value

Tongue

0.57

p<.001

Lips

-0.43

p<.001

Jaw

0.58

p<.001

Articulators

r

p-value

Tongue

0.4

p<.001

Lips

-0.24

p=.004

Jaw

0.5

p<.001

Table 56. Correlation results in the L2 group.
Sensors

r

p-value

TT

0.34

p<.001

TD

0.51

p<.001

UL

-0.2

p=.016

LL

0.44

p<.001

JAW

0.5

p<.001
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Figure 36. Correlation results in the L1 group.
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Figure 37. Correlation results in the L2 group.
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Overall correlation directions in the two groups were comparable. Both the L1 and the L2
groups demonstrated positive correlations between the F1 dimension and all the articulatory
variables, except for the UL and the Lips. This suggests that as the articulators were lowered F1
values increased. In the articulator-level correlation results, the strongest correlation was noted for
the jaw in both groups, followed by the tongue and the lips. While similar correlation coefficients
between the two groups were observed for the jaw, the strength of the correlation between the
tongue and the lips was stronger in the L1 group than in the L2 group. With respect to the sensorlevel correlations analyses, the L2 group was comparable to the L1 group in terms of TD, JAW,
and UL. On the other hand, the LL and the TT demonstrated weaker correlations in the L2 group
in comparison with the L1 group.
To further explore this pattern, a multiple regression model was fitted into the same dataset
for each pair of variables (e.g., F1 ~ Group * PC1_LIPS). This analysis was conducted to
determine whether the relation between the F1 and the PC1 values of each articulatory variable
significantly differed between the groups. This goal was achieved by examining the interaction
term between the Group and the PC1 scores of each articulatory variable. Detailed multiple
regression results for each articulatory variable can be found from Table 57 to Table 63, where the
L1 group was set as the reference group. The statistical analysis confirmed the group difference
observed earlier.
As the statistical result of the lips presents (Table 57), the significant interaction term was
noted between F1 and PC1_LIPS (Est.= .11, SE=.05, p<.05), as well as the significant main effect
in the PC1_LIPS factor (Est= -.24, SE= .03, p<.001). This suggests that the PC1 values of the lips
were significantly correlated with the F1 values, and also it is modulated differently by the
language groups with significance. Likewise, the result of the tongue position is displayed in Table
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58. Both the simple effect of PC1_Tongue (Est= .36, SE= .03, p<.001) and its interaction with
Group (Est.=-.13, SE=.05, p<.05) were found to be significant. Lastly, the result of the jaw is
shown in Table 59, in which the main effect of PC1_JAW was significant (Est.= .44, SE= .03,
p<.001). On the other hand, the interaction term between the PC1_JAW and Group only
approached to the statistical significance (Est. = -.11, SE= .06, p=.054), suggesting that the L1 and
the L2 groups were not significantly different. Overall, the lips and tongue, but not the jaw, in the
L1 group demonstrated a significantly stronger association with F1 than was the case for the L2
group.

Table 57. Summary of multiple regression model for Lips.
Predictors

Estimates

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.03

0.04

-0.12, 0.05

-0.72

0.475

Group [L2]

0.00

0.09

-0.17, 0.17

0.02

0.985

PC1_LIPS***

-0.24

0.03

-0.29, -0.19

-9.51

<.001

Group [L2] : PC1_LIPS*

0.11

0.05

0.01, 0.21

2.15

.032
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Table 58. Summary of multiple regression model for Tongue.
Predictors

Estimates

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.06

0.04

-0.14, 0.02

-1.49

0.136

Group [L2]

0.06

0.08

-0.09, 0.22

0.81

0.421

PC1_Tongue***

0.36

0.03

0.31, 0.41

13.71

<.001

Group [L2] : PC1_Tongue*

-0.13

0.05

-0.22, -0.03

-2.59

.010

Table 59. Summary of multiple regression model for Jaw.
Predictors

Estimates

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.07

0.04

-0.14, 0.01

-1.70

0.091

Group [L2]

-0.04

0.08

-0.20, 0.11

-0.53

0.594

PC1_JAW***

0.44

0.03

0.38, 0.50

14.48

<.001

Group [L2] : PC1_JAW

-0.11

0.06

-0.22, 0.00

-1.93

.054

In the analyses between the F1 dimension and each of the articulatory sensors, significant
group differences were noted for the LL (Table 60) and the TT (Table 61). The other articulatory
sensors did not show significant group differences (Table 62 and Table 63). The result of the LL
demonstrated significant main effects both in the PC1_LL term (Est.= .46, SE= .03, p<.001) and
the interaction term between the PC1_LL and Group (Est.= -.15, SE=.05, p<.006). Similarly, the
result of the TT sensor, where significant results were noted in the PC1_TT term (Est= .47, SE= .03,
p<.001) and the interaction term between the PC1_TT and Group (Est.= -.21, SE=.07, p=.002).
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These results suggest that the associations between the F1 dimension and the LL/TT were
significantly stronger in the L1 group than in the L2 group.
For the sake of comparison, the statistical results of the interaction terms from each model
are summarized and presented together for all the articulators (Table 64) and articulatory sensors
(Table 65). Significant results are highlighted in grey color.

Table 60. Summary of multiple regression model for LL.
Predictors

Estimates

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)*

-0.09

0.04

-0.17, -0.02

-2.47

0.014

Group [L2]

-0.01

0.08

-0.16, 0.13

-0.19

0.850

PC1_LL***

0.46

0.03

0.41, 0.51

17.43

<.001

Group [L2] : PC1_LL**

-0.15

0.05

-0.25, -0.04

-2.75

.006

Table 61. Summary of multiple regression model for TT.
Predictors (TT)

Estimates

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.07

0.04

-0.15, 0.01

-1.68

0.094

Group [L2]

0.04

0.08

-0.12, 0.20

0.47

0.640

PC1_TT***

0.47

0.03

0.40, 0.54

13.62

<.001

Group [L2] : PC1_TT**

-0.21

0.07

-0.34, -0.08

-3.10

.002
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Table 62. Summary of multiple regression model for TD.
Predictors

Estimates

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.05

0.04

-0.13, 0.03

-1.17

0.241

Group [L2]

0.05

0.08

-0.11, 0.20

0.57

0.572

PC1_TD***

0.45

0.04

0.38, 0.52

12.63

<.001

Group [L2] : PC1_TD

-0.07

0.06

-0.20, 0.05

-1.13

.258

Table 63. Summary of multiple regression model for UL.
Predictors

Estimates

SE

CI

Statistic

p-value

(Intercept)

-0.01

0.05

-0.10, 0.08

-0.12

0.901

Group [L2]

-0.01

0.09

-0.18, 0.17

-0.07

0.947

PC1_UL***

-0.22

0.04

-0.29, -0.15

-6.17

<0.001

Group [L2] : PC1_UL

0.08

0.07

-0.05, 0.21

1.24

0.216

Table 64. Summary of interaction terms for each articulator.
Articulator

Est.

SE

CI

Statistics

p-value

Lips*

0.11

0.05

0.01, 0.21

2.15

0.032

Tongue*

-0.13

0.05

-0.22, 0.03

-2.59

0.01

JAW

-0.11

0.06

-0.22, 0.00

-1.93

0.054
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Table 65. Summary of interaction terms for each articulatory sensor.
Sensor

Est.

SE

CI

Statistics

p-value

LL**

-0.15

0.05

-0.25, -0.04

-2.75

0.006

TT**

-0.21

0.07

-0.34, -0.08

-3.1

0.002

TD

-0.07

0.06

-0.20, 0.05

-1.13

0.258

JAW

-0.11

0.06

-0.22, 0.00

-1.93

0.054

UL

0.08

0.07

-0.05, 0.21

1.24

0.216
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6.3. Discussion and summary
A correlational analysis was conducted to investigate the relationship between the acoustic
and the articulatory domains in the realization of lexical stress. The PC1 values of each articulatory
variable were correlated with the F1 dimension individually. The positive values of the PC1 were
controlled to indicate the lowering of the articulators for all the speakers. In all cases, the strength
of the correlation was consistently larger in the L1 group than in the L2 group. In the L1 group,
the LL sensor displayed the strongest relationship with F1. In the L2 group, the TD and JAW were
most strongly correlated with the F1 dimension, with similar strength. The strengths of the
correlations between the TD and F1 and JAW and F1 were comparable to those of the L1 speakers.
On the other hand, the L2 group demonstrated relatively weaker correlations between the
articulatory and acoustic domains, particularly for certain articulators. Follow-up multiple
regression models confirmed the significance of group differences in the results for LL, TT, lips,
and tongue. However, it should be noted that since both TT and LL were expected to have greater
influence from adjacent consonant segments, this result may be influenced by asymmetries in the
extent of coarticulation exhibited by preceding or following consonants involving TT and LL
gestures.
It is also noteworthy that the strength of correlations between JAW and F1 and LL and F1
differed. This finding suggests that including only one of them to represent non-lingual articulators
or the vertical movement of an articulatory working space would not provide an optimal
characterization of the articulatory characteristics. This underscores the importance of
investigating both the JAW and the LL, especially when L2 speech is investigated in comparison
with L1 speech. Comparing only the correlation result of the jaw between the L1 and the L2 groups
could have resulted in a different articulatory interpretation. The significant group difference was
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noted only in the correlation between the LL and the F1 dimension. This difference might have
resulted from more degrees of freedom available in the LL than the JAW. In speech production,
the jaw displacement is mostly, decided by the vertical movement, although it involves a slight
horizontal movement. On the other hand, the horizontal movement of the LL is relatively more
independent from its vertical movement. As shown in Figure 35, the LL of the L1 speaker (a)
demonstrated considerable horizontal movement, while the L2 speaker (b) involved much smaller
movement in the horizontal dimension.
Although the L2 group demonstrated a lack of articulatory proficiency as discussed earlier,
some patterns exhibited by the L2 group correspond to previous findings based on L1 speakers. In
an EMA study with four sensors on the midsagittal line of the tongue, Mefferd and Green (2010)
reported that the PC1 values of the most posterior tongue sensor correlated with the movement of
formants (F1 and F2). In another EMA study with three sensors on the tongue indicated that the
middle sensor (tongue body) had the strongest association with the acoustic space (J. Lee et al.,
2016). The correlation between the F1 dimension and tongue height (vertical dimension) was
found to be especially strong. Similar to these earlier findings, the present study found that among
the two tongue sensors, a more posterior sensor, TD, exhibited a stronger correlation with the F1
dimension within the L2 group. As for the L1 group, the TD correlation was also strong, which
was comparable to the L2 group.
Taking all the results together, the present findings support the prediction of Hypothesis 4.
Compared to the L1 group, the Mandarin L2 speakers displayed weaker acoustic-articulatory
correlation in all articulatory variables involving larger variance. Not all articulators, as expected,
similarly correlated with the acoustic domain. Some articulators such as the TD and the JAW
displayed a stronger correlation in the Mandarin L2 speakers than the LL and TT. It should be
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noted that the current analysis focused on the correlation between the two domains in the
production of lexical stress. In order to generalize the current result to Mandarin L2 speech in
general, further investigation is required with a larger dataset including varying contexts and items.
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Chapter 7. General Discussion and Conclusion
The present study investigated acoustic and articulatory characteristics of lexical stress in
English, as produced by Mandarin L2 speakers in comparison to L1 speakers. Acoustic analyses
included F0, intensity, duration, and vowel quality measurements, and the articulatory analyses
focused on the positional information of the tongue (TT, TD), lips (UL, LL), and jaw (JAW). The
results of the current study make a considerable contribution to the L2 literature, providing a better
understanding of both the acoustic and articulatory correlates of lexical stress, and the relationship
between the acoustic and articulatory domains in L2 speech.

7.1. Acoustic patterning
English lexical stress is instantiated by both segmental and suprasegmental cues (Cutler,
2015; Cutler & Clifton, 1984; Gay, 1978; Lindblom, 1963). The current study investigated how
Mandarin L2 speakers used segmental and suprasegmental cues in the production of English
lexical stress. In an effort to understand L2 production in relation to cross-linguistic differences in
intonational phonology, the present study incorporated three theoretical frameworks, namely, the
SPM, the cue weighting approach, and PAM-S. The SPM provides insight into how lexical stress
is phonologically encoded in L1, and how it influences the learning of L2 lexical stress. However,
its scope is limited to the use of suprasegmental cues. On the other hand, although cue weighting
lacks theoretical assumptions specifically for the acquisition of lexical stress, it allows for the
inclusion of any acoustic cues regardless of their type, and it provides an explanation regarding
the interactions between acoustic cues. Lastly, PAM-S focuses on the perceptual assimilation of
L2 prosodic categories to L1 prosodic categories.
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In acoustic analyses, the suprasegmental cues included duration, intensity, and F0. The
segmental cues involved vowel quality, which was determined using formant values (F1, F2) and
the vowel centralization metric. All the acoustic measurements were examined individually first.
The results for suprasegmental cues corresponded to the SPM prediction and earlier findings. The
Mandarin L2 speakers, whose L1 includes contrastive lexical stress did not have difficulty in using
suprasegmental cues to realize lexical stress. The L2 speakers significantly differentiated the
stressed from unstressed vowels in the use of all the suprasegmental cues in the same pattern, such
that higher values were consistently observed in the stressed vowels than the unstressed vowels.
Among them, the results of intensity and duration were similar to the L1 speakers. A notable
difference was found in the use of F0. Only the Mandarin L2 speakers, but not L1 speakers, used
significantly higher F0 in the stressed vowels compared to the unstressed vowels.
A distinguishing difference was noted in the use of segmental cues (vowel quality). The
L1 group significantly differentiated stressed vowels from unstressed vowels using vowel quality
cues. In contrast, the Mandarin L2 groups demonstrated no significant differentiation in vowel
centralization, and extremely limited differentiation in terms of formant values. In general, due to
the lack of vowel reduction in the unstressed vowels, stressed and unstressed vowels were not
distinguished by their quality. These results were further confirmed in the cue weighting analysis,
which investigated whether the relative importance of each acoustic cue was significantly
modulated by the speaker group. A significant group difference was noted for F0 and F1, indicating
that Mandarin L2 speakers differed from the L1 speakers in terms of a cue weighting strategy for
lexical stress. In particular, they made greater use of suprasegmental cues, while their use of the
vowel quality cue (F1) was much smaller.
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Taken together, the current results support the previous findings (Connell et al., 2018; Lai,
2008; C. Y. Lin et al., 2014; Qin et al., 2017; Y. Zhang et al., 2008), and the SPM prediction
regarding the use of suprasegmental cues to lexical stress. At the same time, it provides useful
insight into the learning of L2 lexical stress. As a growing body of studies on lexical stress suggests,
investigating only suprasegmental cues to lexical stress fails to accurately characterize lexical
stress realization in L2 speech (e.g., Connell et al. 2018; Lai 2008; Zhang and Francis 2010; Zhang,
Nissen, and Francis 2008). The current results support the assertation that learning L2 lexical stress
should be understood not as a binary, but rather as a gradient process (Connell et al., 2018; Lai,
2008; Qin et al., 2017; Y. Zhang & Francis, 2010). In addition, more attention should be paid to
the dynamic relationship among the acoustic cues, including both segmental and suprasegmental
information.

7.2. Articulatory patterning
In an attempt to understand articulatory characteristics of lexical stress in Mandarin L2
speakers, the current study compared the displacement of multiple articulators in stressed and
unstressed vowels. The positional information of the tongue (TT and TD), the lips (UL, LL), and
the jaw (JAW) obtained from the EMA data were examined in both horizontal and vertical
dimensions during the production of lexical stress. All vowels were categorized based on their full
vowel quality and investigated together. Previous articulatory studies on lexical stress in L2 speech
have mostly focused on the kinematics of non-lingual articulators such as the jaw or the lip
(Chakraborty & Goffman, 2011; Smith et al., 2019). These earlier findings suggest that L2
speakers demonstrate a more limited use of kinematic features, especially those with lower
proficiency in the target language. In Chakraborty and Goffman (2011), low-proficiency Bengali
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L2 speakers realized stressed syllables with increased movement duration but not with enlarged
movement amplitude. The transfer between L1 and L2 in the use of stress patterns was noted in
the L2 speakers as well. The Bengali L2 speakers, whose L1 allows only trochaic stress patterns,
had more difficulties producing English iambic stress patterns. Likewise, Smith, Erickson, and
Savariaux (2019) reported that some English L2 speakers of French tended to transfer L1 (English)
lexical stress patterns to French polysyllabic cognate words (e.g., passa), by placing lexical stress
on the first syllable.
The articulatory results presented in Chapter 5 are in line with the acoustic results for vowel
quality differences (Chapter 4), as well as earlier findings on L2 speakers with a target or native
languages. The Mandarin L2 speakers displayed an extremely limited level of supralaryngeal
articulatory differentiation between the stressed and unstressed vowels. Similar to the vowel
quality results in the acoustic domain, a significant difference was noted only for the low-back
vowels. In the Mandarin L2 group, the vertical locations of the TT, TD, and JAW in the low-back
vowels significantly differed as a function of lexical stress. On the other hand, none of the other
vowels demonstrated any significant supralaryngeal articulatory differences between the stressed
and unstressed vowels. In the L1 group, differentiation between stressed and unstressed vowels
was noted for all vowel categories in the articulatory domain. However, the degree of
supralaryngeal articulatory differences varied across the vowel categories. Low-back and midfront vowels were more clearly differentiated as a function of lexical stress than the mid-back
vowels.
A vowel-specific result was also reported in a previous acoustic-articulatory study with a
larger dataset (Whalen et al., 2018). Whalen and colleagues reported that while the within-speaker
variability was relatively consistent across the acoustic and articulatory domains, variabilities in
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articulation depended on the vowels themselves. In particular, the result reported that the non-low
front vowels were less variable in the articulatory domain than the other vowels. Taken together
with the acoustic findings, the present study’s articulatory findings indicate that Mandarin L2
speakers lack articulatory proficiency as a function of lexical stress, by demonstrating a limited
degree of differentiation in the low-back vowels and no differentiation in the mid-front/back
vowels.

7.3. Correlation between acoustic and articulatory domains
The correlation between acoustic and articulatory properties of vowels was investigated
individually for each articulatory variable. The positional information of all the variables was
reduced to a single dimension by taking the first PC of the Guided PCA analysis. For each speaker,
the PC1 was controlled such that the positive values always indicated the lowering of the
articulators. The PC1 values of each articulatory variable were correlated with the F1 dimension
of the acoustic domain within speaker groups. All the correlation results in both speaker groups
were significant. As a follow-up analysis, multiple regression models were built to examine the
significance of group differences. The results yielded significant group differences in the tongue
and lips, among the articulators. As for the articulatory sensors, the TT and LL demonstrated
significant group differences. In these articulatory variables, the associations between the F1
dimension were significantly larger in the L1 group than in the L2 group. The L2 group
demonstrated correlational patterns that were comparable to the L1 group in terms of other
articulators, including the jaw, TD, and UL.
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A notable group difference was found in the correlation result of the LL. Unlike the L1
speakers who demonstrated strong correlations in both of the non-lingual articulators (i.e., JAW
and LL), the L2 speakers demonstrated considerable correlational strength between the JAW and
F1, but not between the LL and F1. This difference might have resulted from the inherent
characteristics of the two articulators. The jaw movement is largely explained by its vertical
displacement, and it involves much smaller horizontal movement during speech production.
Conversely, the horizontal movement of the LL could be achieved by lip protrusion, not
necessarily involving its vertical displacements. In addition, a significant group difference in using
the LL was also noted in the articulatory analyses (Chapter 5). With respect to the vowel quality
change as a function of lexical stress, the L1 speakers demonstrated significant horizontal
differences both in the UL and the LL locations for the low-back and mid-front vowels. On the
other hand, the L2 group demonstrated significant differences in neither the UL nor the LL
locations, regardless of vowel category. This, taken together with the articulatory and correlational
findings, suggests that L2 speakers exhibit overall a weaker acoustic-articulatory relationship, and
less proficient motor speech control in the lower lip, compared to the jaw. Given that the acousticarticulatory correlation in L2 speech has received only very limited attention in the literature,
further exploration with a larger dataset and varying linguistic contexts is needed.

7.4. Implications for second language research and pedagogy
The results of the present study have several implications for second language research and
pedagogy. First, the current results contribute to our understanding of the articulatory
characteristics of L2 English speech produced by native Mandarin speakers. By investigating
multiple lingual and non-lingual articulators, the present study obtained articulator-specific
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findings that would not have been possible in an analysis based on a single articulator. As
evidenced by the results for the jaw and the lower lip, the Mandarin L2 speakers demonstrated less
proficient speech motor control and a weaker correlation with the acoustic domain in the lower lip
than the jaw. Given that previous L2 studies have not carefully distinguished these two non-lingual
articulators when investigating lexical prominence (e.g., Chakraborty and Goffman 2011; Smith,
Erickson, and Savariaux 2019), the present study highlights the importance of using multidimensional articulatory data when examining the acquisition of motor skills in L2 speech. This
being the case, the present study also underscores the utility of high-dimensional data in
understanding the articulatory nature of L2 speech, especially with a focus on articulatory
precision, inter-articulatory coordination, and the relationship between articulation and acoustics.
The results of the present study also have several pedagogical implications for the
consideration of L2 pronunciation education. Most importantly, the acoustic results provide insight
into the influence of the L1 cue weighting strategy on the production of L2 lexical stress. Lack of
vowel quality variation in the realization of lexical stress suggests that Mandarin L2 learners
should be encouraged to pay more attention to vowel quality in relation to stress placement. This
also applies to L2 learners whose L1 realizes lexical stress similarly to Mandarin, such as Spanish,
in which lexical stress is signaled by suprasegmental cues alone. In the same vein, Mandarin L2
speakers’ overgeneralization of F0 in marking English lexical stress could have resulted from a
carry-over from Mandarin lexical tone. Mandarin unstressed syllables must bear a neutral tone,
which underlyingly lacks tonal specification, and whose surface realization depends on the
preceding full tone. The Mandarin L2 speakers used the F0 cue in the same way they used the
other suprasegmental cues (i.e., duration and intensity), by enhancing them in the stressed syllables
compared to the unstressed syllables. Considering the high functional load of F0 in Mandarin due
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to its contrastive lexical tone, the use of the F0 cue in English lexical stress should be carefully
and explicitly instructed to the L2 learners. It could enhance L2 learners’ cue re-weight process
that corresponds to the relative importance of acoustic cues in a target language (e.g., English).
Finally, the benefit of providing articulatory information such as ultrasound biofeedback
in the learning of L2 speech sounds has been claimed previously (e.g., Antolík, Pillot-Loiseau, and
Kamiyama 2019; Gick et al. 2008; Katz and Mehta 2015). However, previous studies using
ultrasound have only focused on the learning of L2 segmental-level properties. Visual training
using articulatory feedback has not been explored in the learning of L2 suprasegmental properties
such as lexical stress, although English lexical stress involves a great deal of vowel quality change.
Considering positive outcomes of providing biofeedback in the learning of segmental properties,
visual feedback of articulatory configurations could facilitate L2 learners’ mastery of English
lexical stress with a more native-like use of vowel quality cues.

7.5. Limitation and Future studies
The present study provided a meaningful contribution to the L2 literature with acoustic and
articulatory findings in the production of English lexical stress by Mandarin L2 speakers.
Nevertheless, due to some limitations of the current study, further investigation of both acoustic
and articulatory characteristics in Mandarin L2 speakers is required. Regarding the target stimuli,
the current stimuli were selected from the previously collected corpus dataset, and higher-level
prominence (pitch accent) could not be controlled. As it was noted in previous studies, F0 is the
acoustic correlate of phrasal-level prominence in English, and native English speakers’ use of F0
varies depending primarily on accentuation (Beckman & Edwards, 1994; Okobi, 2006; Sluijter &
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Van Heuven, 1996a, 1996b). Thus, future articulatory research on L2 speech that examines lexical
stress together with accentuation is required. The inclusion of the accentuation factor (accented
versus unaccented) in the analyses may result in greater group differences in the use of F0.
The current study focused on analyzing characteristics of lexical stress produced by L2
speakers and necessarily limited its scope to the production with correct lexical stress placement.
As a result, incorrect L2 production regarding the lexical stress location was not included in the
analysis. However, misplaced lexical stress could account for some of the findings regarding
differences between L2 and L1 speech. Therefore, future studies that investigate both correctly
and incorrectly produced L2 lexical stress are needed. Finally, due to the lack of proficiency
information regarding the L2 speakers in the corpus, the current study could not investigate L2
production in relation to L2 proficiency. As has been shown in previous acoustic studies of
Mandarin L2 learners with varying proficiency (Lai, 2008), it is assumed that L2 proficiency may
yield a significant difference in the articulatory characteristics of L2 production. Thus, further
investigation with varying L2 proficiency is necessitated.

7.6. Conclusions
The present study of acoustic and articulatory characteristics of lexical stress production in
Mandarin L2 speakers makes a significant contribution to the articulatory literature in L2 speech
production. It further provided insight into L2 cue weighting strategies in the production of lexical
stress. Regarding characteristics of lexical stress in Mandarin L2 speakers, all the hypotheses were
confirmed. In the acoustic domain, hypothesized results of lexical stress realization were noted in
the L2 group. As it was predicted based on the theoretical frameworks (i.e., SPM, Cue-weighting,
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PAM-S) and previous studies, Mandarin L2 speakers differentiated the stressed versus unstressed
vowels using significantly different suprasegmental properties (Hypotheses 1). While their use of
duration and intensity was comparable to the L1 group, the result of the F0 cue demonstrated a
notable difference from the L1 group. With respect to the cue weighting strategy, as expected, the
Mandarin L2 speakers differed from the L1 speakers relying more on the suprasegmental cues
(Hypotheses 2). The vowel quality difference as a function of lexical stress was much smaller in
the L2 group than in the L1 group.
Articulatory analyses confirmed the initial prediction that the Mandarin L2 speakers
realized lexical stress with limited supralaryngeal articulatory differences (Hypothesis 3). Of all
the vowel categories, significant differentiation was noted only in the low-back vowels, with the
TT, TD, and JAW locations. The other two vowel categories (mid-front/back vowels) were not
differentiated in either dimension regardless of the articulators. In the L1 group, on the other hand,
all the vowel categories demonstrated significant differences in the articulatory domain. Finally,
as it was hypothesized, acoustic-articulatory correlation results confirmed a relatively weaker
correlation in the L2 group compared to the L1 group (Hypothesis 4). The L2 group demonstrated
smaller but comparable correlation results to the L1 group in some articulators (UL, TD, and JAW).
However, in the results of the tongue, lips, LL, and TT, the L2 speakers’ acoustic-articulatory
correlations were significantly weaker than those of the L1 group.
Taken acoustic and articulatory results together, these results confirm that the Mandarin
L2 speakers realize English lexical stress with greater reliance on suprasegmental cues. Mandarin
L2 speakers’ use of the vowel quality cue is limitedly realized both in the acoustic and articulatory
domains, and their acoustic-articulatory correlation is relatively weaker than the L1 speakers.
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